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AMERICA.

BY THE HON. CHARLES CARROLL BONNEY.

The age we live in is an island, grand

And beautiful and wonderful ! Its clouds

Are pierced by mountain monuments of great

Immortal deeds. Its sunny hills are crowned

With Arts' proud temples, and the church-spires tell

Of golden vales where God hath worshippers.

Science is everywhere at work, and while

She buildeth wonders, upward to the stars

Goes a triumphal anthem evermore

From earth's green gardens and the ocean's shore.

With awe-filled souls we stand and look away,

Out on the deep, blue, limitless expanse

Of moving waters : backward to the past

The spirit turns, seeking some island fair

In the far-off horizon, upon which

The soul may rest its vision : looking down,

It sees the precious fragments that remain

—

The splendid ruins of antiquity,

Beneath its feet. The searchers after truth,

Who find their joy in seeking hidden things,

Have sought them out with all the eagerness

Of children gathering the early flowers.

And from the dark waves drifting them away

Toward oblivion's midnight-mantled gulf,
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Have rescued the rich treasures, and have learned

To read from them, as from a well-writ book,

The marvellous story of the continent,

—

The birth and infancy of the New World,

And its advance through prehistoric times

Till it became adapted to the needs,

And fitted to supply the wants of man.

Unnumbered ages have been borne away

To the great sepulchre, the mighty past,

—

That glorious mausoleum where the years,

With all their good and glory, wrong and shame.

Lie down at last to the untroubled sleep.

When they have given back their life and bloom

And beauty to the Father from whose hand

They took them in the morning of their day,

—

Since from the ocean's untold depths, and gloom

And grandeur, rose a New World. Strangely came.

From out the wondering waves, Atlantic born,

The new and mighty continents. All wild

And desolate at first, the billows came.

And sung their anthems grand along its shores.

III.

Ages of glorious seasons glided by.

And living sunbeams came, God's messengers,

To bid the sleeping elements arise

In wondrous forms of majesty and power.

On the prolific breast of the New World.

Forms followed ever by still higher forms,

In an ascending order built on law,

Forms which should be upbuilded through the lapse

Of countless generations by the power

And glory of Jehovah's love, to form

A marvellous pyramid of being, crowned

By an immortal soul, called man, endowed

With power to bend the lightnings to his will,

And make the wild waves and the waterfalls

The servants of his reason ; and the stars.

And relics of existences whose births

Are lost in untold cycles, yield up truths
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Hid in the tombs of time so long that naught

But an immortal soul could wrest them thence.

In the o'er-arching sky enthroned, sat one

Who guided ever the high destiny

Of earth and man, to keep them in the way

Of God's appointment. His inspiring name

Is victory's anthem to the aspiring soul

—

Our language hath no more triumphal word,

The mind can grasp no more exalted thought,

Than Everlasting Progress !

Under his care and guidance, in his smile,

The vast and wonderful development

Of universe and system, earth and man,

With an unfailing movement has gone on,

And with increasing glory shall go on

Forever, rising ever in the scale

Of life and beauty, toward the great divine,

Eternal, perfect Parent of the Suns.

The vales were carpeted with shining grass.

And larger verdure, and the hills were crowned

With most majestic forests.

Races rose.

Of strange-shaped beings, rudimental forms.

Leading the way like prophecies, to more

Exalted phases of existences, which

Would manifest more perfectly the love

And wisdom of their Maker.

Ages passed :

Those races flourished ; went from youth to age

;

Wrought out the work they were designed to do.

Then went to their great sepulchre, and left

In its vast solemn chambers all that now

Tells their amazing story to mankind.

Races rose o'er their ruins : earth and air.

And the blue moving waters were the homes

Of active life, in forms more wonderful

Than those which in his marvel-making dreams
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Come to the poet. Everj' passing race

Hath morning, mid-day, evening, and at last

Its awe-inspiring burial and night.

Each hath its special mission to perform :

—

He who created them makes naught in vain :

—

And each, when it hath played its destiny

In Time's grand drama, goeth mournfully

Down into Death's deep shadow and still vale.

VI.

Anon the Monarch of the Under-world,

—

Fierce King of Lava's realm of surging flame,

—

Roused from his slumber and in torturing rage

Lifted great islands from the storm-tossed sea :

Builded majestic mountain ranges, wild,

And high and marvellous. Filled lakes with fire :

Wrecked life and loveliness. Hurled high in air

Huge burning rocks as children play with toys,

Shaking the mighty continents till all

That on them lived were paralysed with fear,

Or in dread chaos yielded up sweet life

To the fierce demon !

Prince of awful powers,

His name is Earthquake. In mid-world he dwells,

And in his rock-bound prison feeds on fire,

And dreams such dreams as none can ever know

But he who dreams them.

But in all these dark

And fearful episodes we still behold

An over-ruling, guiding providence

Of wondrous love and beauty. Oh ! think not

That even here is aught unmerciful.

Do not our sorrows herald in the dawn

Of brighter mornings more replete with joy?

So did the earthquake but entomb the life

Which dwelt on earth, that in more perfect forms

A glorious resurrection it might know,

Into a world renewed and beautified

By storm and darkness.

VII.

Look backward to its source : the solemn flow

Of the mysterious mighty river, Life,
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Whose Alpha, or Omega, or expanse.

No wizard hath pretended to unfold,

Is sweeping onward with the lapse of years,

And centuries and ages, to the deep

Unbounded ocean of a glorious

And indescribably grand destiny.

And we are portions of that Amazon
Of being : and each individual,

One of the living water-drops that form

Its never-resting billows : each great wave

A generation, sweeping grandly on

To Life's vast ocean.

Forever ebb and flow its mighty tides,

Bearing the fleets of progress on their breasts

To new achievements and discoveries.

Years are but moments in such histories.

But howsoever humble we may be,

As atoms in the universe of God,

Ours is the highest station in the grade

Of animate existence, and to us

He has assigned a mission to fulfil.

Of mightiest import.

There are sublime responsibilities

And solemn duties resting on us here;

Claiming fulfilment, and rewarding it

By clothing in habiliments of light

The Soul, and giving it a shining crown

Of everlasting glory, and a strength

And beauty, fitting it at last to be

Companion of the angels in their work

Of gracious ministry to human need.

To our own keeping priceless gifts are given,

In mental mines of gold and precious gems,

Exhaustless through eternity, though wrought

With utmost diligence, but yielding more

And more abundantly the rich rewards

Of the immortal treasures which they hold.

VIII.

The New World seemed abandoned to the sport

Of chance and chaos : changes vast and dread,

And mighty in the ruin which they wrought.
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Swept o'er the land whose vales are now our homes,

O'erwhelminf:; f^rowth and progress: changing back

To dust the clay that life made animate

With bloom and beauty.

Whole generations of old moss-grown trees,

Children of ages of deep solitude

And solemn grandeur, that had clothed their forms

Of lofty majesty with leafy robes

Of brightness and of beauty, years on years

Whose story is unwritten, save by Him
Who writes His record on the enduring rocks,

Bowed to the winds and waters and went down

To the long sleep of ages 'neath the hills

Torn up and piled upon them, that should change

The forests into coal-fields which would light

In the far future, many a happy scene

Of home and fireside, in a hundred lands

Through coming life-times.

Birds of giant forms,

And powerful pinions, and death-dealing beaks;

And towering ferns and grasses with them went

To the same mighty sepulchre and sleep.

Fishes of varied colors and strange forms,

Which played in clear bright streamlets and fair lakes,

Or dwelt in secret caverns, lone and deep,

O'erwhelmed and shrouded in their cofifin clay,

Lay down to slumber with the untold dead

Of sea, and plain and mountain : wondrou^ forms.

Whose fearful strength like the wild tempests owned

No master but the King of Kings alone.

Vast lakes that mirrored all the gorgeous

Cloud-palaces and mighty giant shapes

That sylphs build on the azure plains of heaven,

Broke through their mountain barriers and rushed on

To mingle with the ocean, giving fields

Of untold richness to the sun's warm smile.

Those lakes are now the prairies. Little dream

They who tread daily o'er them what they were

In those time-hallowed centuries.

Yet now,
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In this our own age the same work goes on

In the great inland seas : slowly, yet none

The less unceasingly and certainly.

And though in its brief life-time, human eye,

Unaided by the instruments which art

Hath blest the soul with, in its thirst to know,

Could note no change in their vast magnitude,

Still, with the lapse of unknown centuries.

They shall go back, to mingle once again

With ocean's waters. From its depths they came.

And to them they shall all at last return.

They too are emblems. When the child grows old,

How yearns the heart to find and feel once more,

The tender love of infancy's dear home,

IX.

Years followed years, and age succeeded age

Of mightiest changes, fitting this New World
To be the dwelling of a loftier race

Than yet had been upon its vales and hills.

And now the Earthquake, in his prison home,

Was fettered for a thousand centuries.

Striving from time to time to break his chains.

And showing that though bound he is not slain,

But lives and dreams of liberty and war,

While Man, the last and God-like one of all

The wondrous line from monad up to mind,

Makes here his empire.

To the New World came,

From lost Atlantis, and more distant climes.

And island habitations now unknown.

Invading hosts who made the land their own.

And turned it to the uses of mankind.

Builded huge castles ; fortified great towns
;

Reared monuments and temples
;
gathered gold

And gems from mountains; shells and pearls from sea:

And fruits and flowers, and fields of golden grain.

From the fair hillsides and the sunny plains.
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The peopled bosom of the New World smiled

In palmiest prosperity, nor dreamed

Of dread catastrophe impending near,

And waiting the appointed hour to fall

And overwhelm the continent.

But it was so : the cycle was complete,

The era closed. The equinoctial year,

Vast and mysterious, had reached its height.

And stood a moment, mid the watching stars.

Looking with pitying eye upon the world,

Then voiced the order to the waiting seas.

Of the far north to take their mighty way

Of deluge and destruction, toward the pole

O'er which the Southern constellations shine.

The New World woke as ever. The great sun

Rose as serenely from the gorgeous east,

Kissing the dew-drops from the blossoms fair

That in the soft grass nestled bashfully,

As he had done for ages. Leaping brooks,

Whose crystal waters, ever murmuring

Low dreamy melodies, to silver changed,

With every gush of sunlight that streamed down

Through whispering leaves and blossom-laden boughs

And joyous choirs of bright-plumed singing-birds

Sang Eden orisons. The active world

Woke with its olden hum. The student bent

O'er the strange cypher and hieroglyph.

Seeking in science something to allay

The thirst that burned his spirit. He who tilled

The soil for his subsistence, went that morn

To his loved labor with the same free heart

And jocund carol that bemark him now.

And radiant maidens, singing joyous songs

Gathered wild blossoms and sat down to dream

Enchanting visions of swift-coming years,

Gazing away into the clear blue heaven,

Till they forgot the green world and drooped down

Amid the sweet-breath blossoms and dreamed on

In vision-lighted sleep of that bright world
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Whose radiant beauty and exquisite joy -

,'

Steal o'er the spirit in its holier hours,

Filling the heart with heavenly happiness,

And such sweet melodies of love and faith

As make it feel the nearness of the realm

Of the immortal life : the kinship close

Of those who there delight to do God's will.

XI.

Such was the New World ere the mighty change

That now succeeded in its history.

Then the Storm-Demon spread his sable wings.

Hiding the blue sky and the awe-struck earth

With masses of impenetrable gloom.

His angry torches glimmered fitfully

Amid the thunder of the mighty guns

That heralded destruction. Then the rain

Fell on the earth's warm bosom. Day passed day,

Week followed week, and still the waters poured

In torrents from the windows of the sky.

Brooks swelled to roaring rivers and rushed on,

Strewn with the fragments of the total wreck

They left behind. At last, the mighty deep.

Rising to meet the fury of the storm,

O'erleaped its boundaries, and made the earth

Another mighty sea—a sepulchre !

The great waves in their madness fiercely tore

From their foundations the majestic hills.

And planted them o'er cities, hushing all

Of life, and joy and sorrow, hope and fear, ^
.

In the dark dread immensity of death.

The unbound ocean brooded o'er the earth

Like Night o'er Chaos, solemn and alone.

XII.

Years glided into years. The waters went

On to the Southern ocean, and once more

The New World felt the sun's life-waking smile.

The rainbow shone in heaven, God's great seal

Of glowing beauty. How we love to look

Upon its splendid glories when a storm

Is passing from the blue and beaming sky!
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Over the graves of that primeval race,

Trode a new people. From the mountain lands

Whose heights o'er-topped the deluge and its woes,

In the more favored countries of the world,

Came when the love of conquest led them forth,

Adventurous men, and once more peopled o'er

This glorious New World ; builded new towns:

Founded great empires: reared high monuments

That looked with silent majesty toward heaven,

As it did seem forever. Laws were made,

And gifted orators and poets stirred

The deepest passions of the human soul,

Rousing high aspirations and sweet dreams

Of coming glory. Lovely maidens twined

Wreaths of love's amaranth and myrtle bloom

Around strong manhood's warm and generous heart,

Which yielded gladly to the thraldom sweet.

While the enchanting, joyous melody

Of perfect happiness stirred all the strings

Of the heart's golden lyre.

Whene'er two spirits of like temper meet.

Love's angel, swift descending from the skies.

Ripples the waters of the heart's pure spring.

By delicate touches of his shining wings.

And soul responds to soul with songs of joy.

And fair-haired children played on mossy knolls

With clear sweet ringing laughter and glad hearts

All ignorant that life hath nights of tears.

So dreams man ever in prosperity.

And in the future sees but brighter hours.

And dearer pleasures than the present yields.

And there were gushes of child-warbled song.

And tales of thrilling interest, that waked,

And stirred to action bold aspiring thoughts.

And proud ambitions purposes to win

By persevering industry and zeal,

A place in Fame's immortal galaxy

Of gifted souls, which would outlast the years

Allotted to the spirit for its work.

Along the wilderness-shored Oregon

—

In the Missouri's clime, and in the land
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Of the Cordilleras—in the golden vales

Of California, and where lived and reigned

The unknown builders of Chi Chen—along

The lofty Andes, those majestic thrones

Of giant Condor and of mountain storm

—

In the rich country of the Amazon

—

Along La Plata, and on Chili's shore.

Nations sprang up and flourished.

XIII.

The generations followed as of old.

And peace and power seemed builded on the rock

Of perpetuity. The years passed on.

Till finally the clear and starry north

Was shadowed by a dark and threatening cloud.

Which moved with ceaseless march toward the south.

The savage Indian in fierce war-tribes came
From Boreal Asia, o'er the ice-paved sea,

As poured the mighty hordes of Goth and Hun
Into eternal Rome, and swept away
From their fair homes and happy villages,

The people who had built them : save amid

The vales of Mexico, where still remained

The Montezumas, great and powerful.

Waiting a future conqueror: and save

That garden of the Southern continent.

Where still the Incas reigned in strength and power.

The North was desolate ; its vast expanse

Was but a hunting-ground for roving tribes.

In Yucatan had perished a great race,

A gifted people
;
yet their temples still

Survive decay : like old Cholula tell

The mournful story of those long-gone years.

And many an ancient relic tells its tale,

—

Some touching legend of that earlier race.

And we have found in many a sacred place

Throughout the Western Hemisphere, the graves

Of those forgotten peoples, and have torn

Their mouldering bodies from the halls of death.

To learn their story from their crumbling bones.

We tread upon their tombs. The dust that formed

The mortal dwellings of their spirits here,
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Into our forms is moulded : and the same

Atoms that blossomed in the past, bloom now
In other forms, in other creatures shine.

The mind, the bright Immortal Soul alone,

Is reproduced and multiplied in time.

Dust moulders back to dust. The spirit knows

No dissolution. It but recreates

Its human being and goes home to heaven.

XIV.

Again the march of centuries went on,

And hunter nations flourished and grew strong.

Then the wild warrior in his forest home.

Wooed the fond dark-tressed maiden and looked up

Through the dim glory that fell on his soul,

To the Great Spirit's throne beyond the stars.

And uttered unto Him his simple prayer.

And council-fires were lighted, and young braves

Chased the free bison and the bounding deer

O'er hill and prairie : and the wigwam's smoke

Curled lightly upward to the smiling sky.

Beyond whose bright horizon they did dream

Of waking from death's sleep, to find a home
That never would be visited by pain.

Celestial hunting-grounds,—the Spirit Land.

And while the years went on, bold Northmen came

O'er the Atlantic from their far-off homes,

And traded with the Red Man, and bore back

The wealth the New World gave them for their toil.

XV.

Years glided into years, and 'mong the thrones

Of the stern empires of the elder world.

Wandered a glorious spirit. He had seen,

With the clear vision of philosopliy.

Across the Western ocean, a New Path,

Undreamed of by the sages: they did mock

At what they deemed his worse than foolish dreams.

But his high spirit knew its destiny.

And, mastering every obstacle, revealed

To Europe's wondering princes the deep truth

Of his grand vision, realised at last.
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Oh ! there is something God-like in the dreams,

And toil, and tears, and suffering, and renown
Of the far-seeing, gifted souls who come
Like angel visitants from Paradise,

And walk among us. Ah ! how oft unknown
In their habiliments of human clay:

How often wronged and tortured : trodden down.

Finding no rest but in a martyr's grave.

But they rest sweetly now. The world has done

Its worst : and soon in tears, repentance comes.

With gold and marble, and funereal hymns,

And mournful music, and dark waving plumes,

To make atonement for long years of wrong.

Death is the greatest blessing of the good.

The high, the gifted : when the star goes back

To its divine Creator, then the world

First learns how great a spirit it has scorned.

We mourn their loss, and yet for them rejoice.

For they are in a far more peaceful clime,

From which in life's serener hours they come.

And whisper to the spirit yet again,

The olden love they erst did give to us :

Warn us of evil : counsel us of good,

And bid us live and strive so worthily,

That we may join them when our work is done.

Time glorifies the past ; and each year adds'

Brightness and purity to all that we
Have loved, and still do love, though life's swift stream

Hath borne them from our worship, far away.

The sunlight tinges every cloud that made

Our spirits sad, and the sweet roses hide

Each thorn that wounded.

XVI.

Then from Europe came

To the New World Columbus had revealed,

—

This wondrous land of promise and of hope,

—

The White Man with his cultivated soul.

Learning and science, eloquence and art

To find new homes where with a freeman's hand,

And an unfettered conscience he might live

In larger liberty, a higher life.
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But then as if to prove that savagery,

—

The lust of conquest, and the greed for gain,

Defile all races of our human-kind.

Alike barbarian and civilised.

The men to whom Columbus showed the way.

Filled Mexico with carnage, woe and wrong;

Peru with outrage, robbery, and grief.

And wrought destruction not to be described

In human language. Ah ! how terrible

Is murderous war, in all its murderous forms !

XVII.

Thousands of years ago, Humanity,

On eastern plains began her grand career,

Her march triumphal, westward round the world,

Each year, each century she has gone on.

Developing some new sublime idea :

Ascending in the scale of thought and truth

:

Ennobling and untrammelling herself.

With each advance towards the setting sun.

Such was its destiny. The pale-faced race

Has driven the red warrior as he drove

From home and burial-place those who, ere him.

Peopled the lands of free America.

Fair is the White Man's future, but the race

Of the stern Indian bows to destiny,

And in its wasting desolation e'er

Moves slowly onward toward the deep abyss

Beyond the horizon where the Red Man's sun

Still lingers, shedding a faint radiance

Over the country he once called his home.

XVIII.

Filled with funereal gloom the aching heart

Lifts up its eyes with longings for the light.

And turns again toward the morning's gates.

Then smiles to see the glory of the dawn

Descending to the valleys. Now the soul

Ascends the mountains for a larger view,

And soars above them till the continent

Before its vision like a picture shines.
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How marvellous and beautiful the scene !

Fields, farms and gardens, cities, villages,

Imperial States, and Nations still more vast!

And in the heart of North America,

The Great Republic. Elsewhere on the earth,

Each people dwells apart, in its own land,

And holds its rights by arms and fortresses.

And strategy and battle. Not so here :

But in this wondrous land all races seem

To find a common ground of harmony.

And dwell together as should brethren dwell,

In unity and peace, with equal rights.

What means this miracle? How was it wrought?

The marvellous mystery is quickly told.

This is the Palestine of the New Age !

To its fair fields the voice of God hath called

From all the leading nations of the earth

The brightest of their children, here to build

A living temple of Free Government,

The last and greatest wonder of the world.

Here Liberty abides. Here Law and Faith,

And Equal Rights, and Justice hold their sway.

Except so far as some invading wrong

Breaks in and baffles them till put to flight

By the roused people whose resistless power.

The common welfare ever may invoke.

For in America the people rule,

And choose their Kings to -serve them, not to reign.

Thus they who in their native lands had feared

Their neighbors as their foes still meet them here

As equals, and become their warmest friends.

XIX.

Yet here in Freedom's Garden had been sown

The dragon's teeth of human slavery.

Breeding vast ills and bringing on at length

A trial of Free Government so fierce.

Prolonged and terrible that it was proof

To all the world that more than kingly power

May by self-government be held and used.

And thus has been assured throughout the earth
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The final reign of Law and Liberty,

With sovereign Justice and Equality:

And by Cooperation, finally,

Such bounteous prosperity that all

May find supply of every righteous need.

By honest industry.

Then will the dream

Of Paradise Regained have been fulfilled !

Then, learning wisdom from the Prince of Peace,

The Nations will in Arbitration find

A better safeguard of their rights, than war
;

And wealth and power their highest glory seek

In the most faithful service of mankind.

XX.

Thus do the hopes of human liberty

—

Free State, Free Church, free conscience and free thought

;

And equal rights, protection and defence;

Laws mightier than armies, order firm

And well-maintained without the bayonet

:

Rest on the Great Republic, and depond

Upon the future of America.

And this high claim involves no disrespect

Of elder nations, though their treasuries

Hold glories gathered through a thousand years,

For the Republic is God's minister

For human service, not a new device

Of man for conquest and aggrandisement.

So when the empires of the older world

Salute the Great Republic, they confess

Not the supremacy of other men.

But the transcendent providence of God.

The eagle symbols His all-conquering Truth,

The stars a knowledge of His sacred Laws,

The bands the bonds of Human Brotherhood

:

And the fair hues the banner's folds display,

The light and love of Unity and Peace !

Where'er these emblems tell of Liberty,

And Law, and Justice, and Fraternity,

And he who rev'rences, would name them all.

He speaks the one grand word—America !



AN EVENING WITH THE SPIRITUALISTS.

BY LT.-COL. \V. H. GARDNER.

I
WAS sitting one Sunday evening in the smoking-room of the

Parker House, in Boston, with my friend Judge G . Hav-
ing nothing better to do, we concluded to attend one of the Spiri-

tual Circles which we knew met on this evening in that city.

We sent out and procured The Banner of Light—a paper en-

tirely devoted to Spiritualism and kindred subjects—and from

among its many peculiar advertisements selected at random a

meeting which we thought might serve at least to pass away an

hour or two agreeably.

A few minutes' walk brought us to the house where the meet-

ing was to take place, and after ringing the door-bell we were ad-

mitted into a small, plainly furnished drawing-room connected with

another room of the same size by large folding-doors. There were

several persons seated about the two rooms when we went in, but

the one who most attracted our attention was the "Medium."
This important personage in the proceedings was a delicately

formed woman apparently about twenty five years of age; she had

light brown hair, very light blue eyes, and her skin was so waxy
and anaemic that she looked almost like a corpse. Her features

were classical in their regularity, but her emaciation and care-worn

expression plainly showed that she had long been an invalid ; her

dress was of light blue silk that hung in wrinkles and folds about

her wasted form and increased, if possible, the death-like pallor of

her face. She was sitting in a large arm-chair near the folding-

doors and had at her side a small table on which were placed a

couple of bouquets and a glass of water. The Judge and I seated

ourselves as near her as was convenient and awaited in silent ex-

pectation the commencement of the ceremonies.

People came dropping in by twos and threes, some giving each

other tokens of recognition ; others, like ourselves, evidently stran-
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gers to all present. After the rooms were filled and a small ad-

mission fee had been collected from each person, the bright glar-

ing gas was toned down to "a dim religious light," and a lady

seated at a parlor organ in the back room commenced playing very

softly some plaintive hymn in a minor key; gradually the trembling

tones hushed to a murmur so faint that the listening ear could

scarcely detect the slightest sound, when the "musical silence"

was broken by a deep sighing inspiration from the "Medium,"
which was repeated at intervals of a few seconds, until she sank

back in her chair with her arms outspread, in an apparently cata-

leptic condition ; her extended arms gradually fell, until they rested

motionless upon the arms of the chair, and her vacant staring eyes

were covered by the lids for a short time as in sleep; when sud-

denly she started from her reclining attitude and sat upright, her

face assumed an animated expression, she looked around the room

with her eyes full of intelligence, and with a voice apparently be-

longing to a child ten or twelve years of age she said :

'
' How do you do everybody ? Willie is glad to see you all here

to-night, and so are those who are with him ; they say it pleases

them to know that even amid the cares of earth their relatives and

friends think of the Spirit land and the dear ones who have gone

there before them.

"One comes with Willie to-night who says he came to see

that lady"—pointing to a young woman dressed in deep mourning

who sat near. "He says that he has often come here to tell her

that she must stop grieving because he went to the Spirit land and

left her alone ; he says he is very happy and she must try and be

happy too, and very soon they will meet again when there will be

no more parting, no more sickness, and no more sorrow; he says

that in life he was her husband."

From remarks made bypersons near this lady we learned that

her husband had recently died, that he was a Spiritualist and had

formerly attended this circle, but that his widow could never be

persuaded to attend their meetings until to-night. The poor crea-

ture appeared crushed to earth, her swollen eyes seemed

—

" To weep a loss forever ne%v,"

and her agonised face and heaving bosom told truer than words

could tell the story of her bitter sorrow.

The "Medium"— Willie, as she called herself—then turned

toward an old man who stood near the door and said: "There is

a little tiny boy here only so high"— indicating his supposed height
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from the floor with her hand--"he says he came to see Grandpa

and tell him to be a good boy," to which the old man replied, while

tears filled his eyes: "Yes, I knew his spirit was here, for I have

felt his little hands drumming on my shirt front as he used to do

in life every time I took him in my arms."

The "Medium" then spoke to other persons in the two rooms

delivering so-called messages from friends in the Spirit world, the

most of them of the same general character as those already de-

tailed ; some of them however appeared to be of a more personal

or specific nature, for in two or three instances she called the per-

son to her and gave the communication in a low whisper : one of

those whispered messages was given to a gentleman who sat next

to the Judge. The "Medium" said: "There is a spirit here who

wishes to speak to that man"—indicating the person addressed

with her finger.—"He says that you have the care of a stoopy old

man with white hair who was his father; he says the old man will

soon come to the Spirit land, and he says he has something more

to tell you that he wishes no one else to hear;" to which the gen-

tleman quickly replied: "Tell it aloud, I have nothing to keep

secret."

The "Medium" then said: "He says it is about the burning

of Mr. Coffin's store," whereupon the gentlemen cried out, "Hold

on !
" and quickly made his way to the medium who gave him the

remainder of the message in a low whisper. When he returned to

his seat, he turned to my friend and said: "I am almost an entire

stranger in this city, and in this house I do not see one person

whom I know, or who I believe knows me; to-night is the first

time I ever visited this Spiritual circle, or any other meeting of

Spiritualists; and yet this woman has not only told me truly of the

dead and buried past, but I think she has accurately predicted the

future, for"—he continued— "I have been appointed guardian to

my wife's father, on account of his great age and infirmities, and

he now lies at my house so ill that he cannot possibly recover."

The "Medium" then turned toward us and said: "There is a

spirit here to speak to that man,"—pointing toward the Judge.

"He is a tall man with blue eyes, light hair, and long reddish

beard. He says his name is L ," slowly spelling out the name

letter by letter. "He says he is glad to see that you have been

led to seek for the light; don't be weary in the search, and soon

your doubts will vanish, and the truth will be manifested to you;

he says you are now threatened by a great calamity, but do not

fear, as it will eventually turn out to your advantage."
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The "Medium" then delivered an address or sermon to an

elderly lady in the room, purporting to come from a daughter in

the Spirit land, which seemed to be a conspectus of the creed of

the Spiritualists of the present day, after which she dropped into a

deep sleep—apparently of exhaustion—and the meeting broke up.

As we were walking homeward, the Judge said that L
,

who was supposed to have dictated the communication to him to-

night, and himself had been intimate friends from their boyhood

up to the time of L's. death, a few weeks ago. L. was a man of

extensive reading and of considerable scientific attainments, and

he had been thinking of him nearly all the evening, for they had

often conversed upon Spiritualism, though L was more in-

clined to believe in Materialism than in the doctrine of the Spiri-

tualists. "Though"—he continued— "this evening's experience

is so extraordinary as almost to seem miraculous, yet there are two

or three circumstances in my life that I regard as more wonderful

still ; and I will relate them to you with the hope that you may be

able to explain them without calling in any other Deus ex machina

than the well-known mental powers.

"After I left College"—continued the Judge— "I was book-

keeper in my father's store in the to\/n of Lynn, and though we
had a large fire-proof safe in the office yet it was one of the old-

fashioned kind, without the combination lock, and so I used to

take out the money and valuable papers and deposit them in the

bank every evening before it closed.

"One Saturday night I found I could not balance my books by

just ten dollars, and though I spent the whole of the next day

—

Sunday—going carefully over all the transactions of the week, it

was all in vain : what had become of the ten dollars was a riddle

that I was not Oedipus enough to read ; at length tired out and

disgusted with the matter, I went home late at night and went to

bed, but I had scarcely lain down when my actual surroundings

disappeared and I plainly saw wj-f^*^ standing at the bank counter

giving into the teller's hands my moneys, notes, and bank book
;

the amounts of deposit were written upon a little abstract, showing

first the amount of specie deposited, then the amount in bank notes,

and lastly the amount in private notes, and there on that abstract

given in by my actual self the Thursday before, I plainly saw the

total amount of "paper" carried out ten dollars less than the sum
of the notes actually footed up. My dream, or whatever you may
please to call it, made such an impression upon my mind that on

Monday morning as soon as the bank was opened, I went to the
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teller and told him where the mistake was, and upon an examina-

tion of the notes deposited, it was found that my dream was cor-

rect : the teller had counted the specie and bank notes but had not

taken the trouble to verify my statement of the total amount of

private "paper" deposited.

"The next occurrence is more singular still. I had always

carried one key of the safe, the other being deposited in the bank

for security : One afternoon before the money had been taken to

the bank my father came in and got the safe key from me and took

out the books to examine them, and whilst he was looking over

them I went out of the store ; when I returned, a half an hour or so

afterward, father was gone; the books were on the desk, but the

safe door was locked and the key was not in it. I speedily hunted

him up and asked him for the key, but he neither had it nor could

he give me any account of it ; this was very vexatious as it involved

the necessity of carrying all the books and valuables to the bank

each night, for there was no knowing into whose hands the miss-

ing key had fallen. The affair was at once placed in the hands of

a skilful detective but each time he met me it was with the same

blank report, that not the slightest clue had been obtained as to

who had the missing key.

"Nearly two weeks had passed since the key was lost, when
one night I went to bed more than usually worried about the mat-

ter, for it had now become necessary either to get a new safe or

have the lock so altered that the old key would not fit it. I am con-

scious of lying awake a few minutes puzzling my brains over the

mysterious disappearance of the key and then, as in the former in-

stance, my surroundings vanished and I distinctly saw /w^j*?^ stand-

ing at the desk in the counting-room and my father come in and

ask me for the safe key, as he did on the day it was lost; I saw

him unlock the safe, take out the books and examine them, and

while he was doing this I saw myself go through the store and start

down street ; then I saw my father shut and lock the safe door and

with the key in his hand go down into the basement and examine

some goods which were piled up on shelves on either side of the

gas-jets. The basement was not lathed and plastered, and across

from one flooring joist to another some boards had been nailed at

intervals, forming shelves. After father had examined the goods, I

plainly saw him stand abstractedly a few moments gazing upwards

and then suddenly reach up and place the safe key upon one of

those dusty unused shelves, and immediately afterwards come up

from the basement and pass through the store into the street. This
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vision could have occupied but a very few minutes, as the town

clock was striking the hour of eleven when my consciousness re-

turned, which was less than ten minutes from the time I had gone

to beti.

"The next morning I was nearly wild with impatience to see

if my vision had told me correctly, and as soon as father came into

the store I said to him, 'I think I know what you did with the lost

safe-key'; and without further words I asked him to come with

me down into the basement and said : 'After you had looked over

the books and left them on the desk you locked the safe-door and

took the key in your hand and came down to examine the goods

on those shelves, standing here;' 'You are right,' said he ; 'And
now,' said I, 'can you recall where you placed the key?' After

reflecting a moment, 'Yes !
' he said, and reaching up he took the key

from the very spot where I had seen him place it in my vision.

" Both of the circumstances I have just related occurred years

ago, when I was a much younger man, and I thought that my hard

experience during the civil war and since, had broken up the habit

of 'seeing visions and dreaming dreams,' when on the first of Sep-

tember, 1871, I had revealed to me in a dream or vision all the

horrors of the great fire in Chicago, and that too, more than a

month before it occurred. The date is accurately fixed in my mind

by a letter from my brother, which was written in Chicago and

dated August 29th, and was received by me on the morning of the

first of September. The letter contained a draft and a request for

me to renew the fire insurance policy on his property in Chicago.

Pressure of other business caused me to neglect his request during

the day, and I went to bed with the neglected duty on my mind.

I had rooms then in Mt. Vernon street back of the State House; it

was a still, sultry night, and I tossed around a long time before

getting to sleep; after I did, I seemed to be awakened at once by

an alarm of fire. Dressing hurriedly, I went from the house into the

street, where for a time I was bewildered by the strangeness of my
surroundings; by and by I recognised that I was in Chicago stand-

ing in front of my brother's store on N. Clark, between Indiana

and Illinois streets. Looking southward the whole city in that di-

rection seemed to be burning ; tongues of flame leaped over the

tops of the highest buildings and were absorbed in the inky clouds

of smoke rolling above. A motley throng of people filled the

streets, a few in carriages, but the most on foot; many of them

were only partially clothed and some were barefooted and in their

night-dresses, all having in their arms or hands some little me-
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mento, or article of value, hastily snatched from the destroying

element ; the lurid light of the burning city lit up the terror-stricken

faces of the multitude, and above all the noise and confusion I

could plainly hear the roaring and crackling of the flames as they

were swiftly borne along by the fierce wind. After a short time

my brother came up N. Clark street, his hands and face soiled

with smoke and soot, and looking at the poor wretches who had
lost their all I distinctly heard him say: 'My God this is terrible'!

He unlocked the store and went inside, but shortly came out again

and hurried down the street ; some time elapsed and the roaring

grew nearer and louder, and ever and anon I could hear the crash

of a falling wall; the light grew brighter and brighter and I could

plainly see showers of sparks and burning fragments borne aloft by

the gale to add to the destruction. The crowd of people still in-

creased and the panic seemed to grow greater every moment;
when along towards morning, as it appeared to me, my brother

again entered the store and said excitedly to the clerks and porters

—who had come in while he was gone— 'Save what you can men,

the fire has crossed the river and Chicago has gone up.' At this

time my distress and anxiety were so great that I awoke, but the

horrible realness of the vision made such an impression upon me
that I at once wrote to my brother about it and of course got

laughed at for my trouble, though I assure you I lost no time in

having his fire insurance policy renewed.

"Now before you attempt to explain any one of these cases, I

wish to assure you, that just as I have related them they are lit-

erally and circumstajitially trzie in every respect: and moreover I will

inform you that at the times of their occurence, I was in sound and

vigorous health ; I have never suffered from dyspepsia and am not

as far as I know a somnambulist or given to fancies or hallucina-

tions."

"Well Judge," I said, "the cases which you have related

as having occurred in your previous experience are certainly more

remarkable than anything we have seen or heard to-night ; they

are cases which the Spiritualists would magnify, mystify, and ren-

der inexplicable under the wonderful term "Clairvoyance," but if

you will bear with me while I try to explain to you a little of the

physiology of the brain and nervous system I think you will readily

see that all of these cases are explicable by well-known laws of

cerebral action.

"The nervous system is a highly complex machine consisting

chiefly of cells, tubules and blood-vessels joined in groups or gan-
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glia by connective tissue: Some of these groups of cells, ganglia,

or nerve centres originate, or at least preside over muscular con-

tractility, some over tactile sensation, and some are highly differ-

entiated into complex apparatuses which take cognizance of spe-

cial excitants such as light, sound, odors, and taste; the nerve-

centres are all connected to each other and to every part of the

body by the nerve-tubules which correlate and combine the vari-

ous portions of the nervous system into one composite organ. At

no one time is the whole nervous system, or the whole brain, in a

condition of general activity; but periods of rest and activity alter-

nate, the duration of activity and of rest varying with the peculiar

structure of each particular ganglion and the special habit in each

individual case: the term habit here being limited to mean, the

preferable exhibition of vital activity through one particular chan-

nel or set of oxg2t.v\s from freguent repetition. The state of activity

or rest of any particular nerve-centre, ganglion, or cell, depends

very greatly on the quantity and quality of the blood furnished;

the blood supply being to a large extent governed by the force and

frequency of the heart's contractions, and the calibre and patency

of the vessels carrying the blood to and from the part ; both of

these factors being largely under the control of the sympathetic

system of nerves, and varying not only with the conditions of the

organs themselves, but also from stimuli or irritants reflected to

them from contiguous or even remote organs.

"The brain, as well as every other part of the nervous system

and indeed every organ and tissue of the whole body, requires for

the proper performance of its functions, a plentiful supply of oxy-

genated blood. In sleep there is a diminished blood supply to the

brain, and the functions of its various parts are more or less in

abeyance, but while most of the brain may be locked in sound

sleep, from receiving a diminished supply of blood, one or other gan-

glion may receive its regular supply or a larger supply, and be as

active and vigorous or even more active than if the whole organism

were fully awake; if therefore the sensorium and the nerve-centres

that preside over muscular motion receive a diminished hlood sup-

ply, while the comparing and ideational centres receive a larger

supply, the function of reasoning might be properly carried on,

though the individual would be totally unconscious of it. This

is not an unusual mental condition and many remarkable cases of

it are on record: I recall one very similar to the first 'dream'

you have related, which is cited in Dr. Abercrombie's work on the

Intellectual Powers, and is quoted from there in 'De Boisement's
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Rational History of Hallucinations; as near as I can recollect it now,

it is as follows :

"The cashier of one of the banks in Glasgow was at his desk

one busy day, when a man came in and presented a bill for six

pounds, upon which he demanded immediate payment : he made-

^%o much noise and stuttered so horribly that the cashier at once

paid him, to get rid of him, but being hurried did not note the trans-

action on the day-book; at the close of the year, some months

afterwards, the books would not balance by exactly that amount.

The cashier spent several days trying to find the missing six

pounds, but without success. At length one night he went home
and went to bed and then dreamed that he was at his desk, that

the stuttering man came in and demanded payment of six pounds

and that he quickly paid him and did not enter the transaction on

the day-book; the next morning it was discovered that the transac-

tion had not been entered on the day-book, though the circum-

stance was recollected by all, when associated with the stutterer.

"This is an instance almost identical with your first 'dream'

and the explanation is the same in both cases. The attention had

been painfully concentrated on one subject for so long a time that

even in partial sleep the active ideational centres still dwelt upon

it, and at length when the sensorium was benumbed and did not

present external impressions to divert the thoughts, some asso-

ciated idea arose, which recalled the whole transaction.

"The explanation of your second 'dream' is not materially

different, and though it seems very mysterious as you have related

it, there are undoubtedly circumstances which would throw light

upon it, if you could remember them in detail; for instance : On
the day the safe key was lost, and you had searched in all the

places it was most likely to be found without discovering it, you

had probably requested your father to recount minutely where he

went, and what he did, from the time he left the counting-room

until you met him again; he or some of the employees of the

establishment would recollect that he went down into the base-

ment; his or your knowledge that goods kept on certain shelves

in the basement were getting low or needing inspection at the

time would lead you to think that your father went down into the

basement to attend to this business; and from where he stood it is

probable that the shelves nailed to the flooring joists came into

plain view. In your fruitless searches after the missing key, you

had no doubt gone down into the basement with your father more

than once, had stood where he stood and looked over the stock, had
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seen the shelves overhead, and indeed acted over all the circum-

stances except placing the key on the shelf.

"In the mental condition which we have spoken of, if the

mind is under the influence of a dominant idea it is often more
vigorous when the body is inactive than at other times—the famous

musical composition called 'The Devil's Sonata' was composed by

Tartini when asleep, after trying for hours when awake to write a

composition for the evening's performance; and Coleridge's 'Kublai

Khan' he said, was the recollected fragment of a long poem which

he composed in his sleep after he had been reading Marco Palo's

account of this crcme of Tartars : Your mind, when you went to

sleep, was in a very similar condition to theirs, and it is prob-

able you would have dreamed something about the key; sleep only

supplied the missing link in your chain of reasoning, which would

in all probability have been united the next day when awake.

"Your dream about the fire in Chicago is what our Spiritual

circle to-night would call a wonderful case of prevision or prophesy;

yel I do not think there is anything wonderful or supernatural

about it. When you went to bed the night after receiving your

brother's letter your mind was occupied with this neglected busi-

ness, which concerned insurance against fire for him in Chicago;

and nothing is more natural, under the circumstances, than that

you should dream of fire; the items of your brother's letter, to-

gether with your personal acquaintance with the topography of the

city of Chicago and a vivid imagination, undoubtedly supplied the

details of the dream, for having been for some years a resident in

Chicago you knew that a great fire had been predicted by many
people in that city, who had long looked upon the shanties around

De Coven and Jefferson streets and the rookeries known as 'Con-

ley's patch ' as tinder boxes which were some day to set the city on

fire; moreover it is more than probable that with your recollection

of the 'dream ' you have assimilated some of the details which were

so graphically described in the newspaper accounts of the fire, for

it is a law of mental action that similar events or impressions re-

gistered in the memory, especially if contiguous in time or locality,

are so constantly associated that they frequently become identified.

"The so-called 'Communications from the Spirit Land' given

by this ' Medium ' to-night we do not know enough about to judge

accurately how largel}' they are due to intentional deception, and

how largely to that species of cerebral activity called 'mind read-

ing,' or more scientifically 'thought transference'; for if we rid

our minds of all ideas of sentiment, and eliminate from the ques-
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tion the adjuncts of the darkened room, the low plaintive music,

and the seeming (or actual) trance as having no necessary connex-

ion with the matter, it will then seem only natural that a person

living in the same community should be cognisant of the death of

a man so well known as Mr. L- , and it is highly probable that

as you and Mr. L were intimate friends, she had seen you and

L together more than once, and recognising your face, L
was at once recalled to her mind; or possibly the conception of the

personality of Mr. L- having been formed in jour mind, might

have been transferred to the mind of the medium, on the principle

of "thought-transference" before mentioned. Of the other mes-

sages, or the whispered message concerning the fire in Mr. Coffin's

store, we have no means of determining whether there was any

secret to be told, whether those people were confederates of the

medium, or whether, as I have before said, her mind was in sym-

pathy (^en rapport) with theirs, and she was thus enabled to tell the

thoughts in their minds on the principle of 'thought transference';

but surely either supposition is more consonant with experience

and reason, than calling in the aid of departed spirits, which gives

as a so-called explanation only an improbable and extravagant sup-

position, and a supposition that does not explain anything, but only

makes the occurrence more of a mystery.

"One great fault with even scientific men is the habit they

have inherited from their ancestors, of looking at all phenomena

they cannot readily explain as mysterious or supernatural. And
this fault is especially prominent in regard to those intricate

chemico-vital phenomena in animal bodies about which philoso-

phers from Thales down to Herbert Spencer have puzzled their

brains for explanations and built up systems only to be demolished

by the more extended observations and larger generalisations of

later generations.

"If we go to either the most bigoted theologian, or the most

advanced materialist, and ask them the question, 'What do you

mean by "Spirit" or a "Spiritual Body"?' if they attempt to an-

swer the question at all, they must both say that spirit is either an

attenuated form of matter or some peculiar manifestation of force.

It must of necessity be either one or the other. The whole universe

as far as we now know of it concerns only ^natter asi^ force in some

of their varied forms or relations, every phenomenon of which is

governed by natural laws, and when we speak of natural laws we

limit the term to mean only that sequence of events that human
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experience has shown to be universal and unvarying. We yet know
but little more of the true essence of matter than we do of the actual

nature of spirit: if we try to explain the intrinsic nature of either,

we find ourselves involved in a hopeless tissue of contradictions.

Still we know something of the laws that govern matter and force:

we know that some form of force inheres in every atom of matter,

that matter does not exist without exhibiting some of these inhering

forces, and that force does not exist, as far as we know, without

matter in some of its variedforms. Of spirit all we can say is that it

is either a form of tnatter or force, or else a cant term to hide

ignorance. If any scientific person knows anything about it, or

knows how to find anything about it, let him tell the world how to

find out.

"In the earlier ages of the world all of the varied functions of

the human body, such as alimentation, digestion, secretion, assim-

ilation, thought and volition seemed so mysterious that it was con-

sidered necessary to introduce an ap)(wv, daemon or spirit, to pre-

side over every separate one of these processes; as time passed on

and the human race grew in knowledge, the rationale of most of

these processes became better understood, and the daemons or

spirits that have been dislodged from one viscus of the body after

another now have their residence only in the brain. But the march

of intellect still goes on; the calm, cold, clear-eyed Goddess of

Wisdom knows no reverence and no fear, and she will as ruthlessly

exorcise the daemons or spirits that yet haunt the brain as she has

already chased them away from the other viscera of the human

body."

"Let us therefore set aside the hypothesis of Spirits, Daemons,

and Ghosts of which we know nothing, and see if we cannot ex-

plain these so-called spiritual phenomena by less ambiguous means.

And for this purpose we will divide all of these so-called mysteri-

ous occurrences into two general classes :

"The First,—comprising all of those cases in which a pur-

posed deception, trick, or cheat is practised.

"The Second,—comprising all of those unusual processes of

the brain and nervous system, such as Somnambulism, Hypnotism,

Catalepsy, Trance, Ecstac}', etc.

"Theyfr^/ class comprises by far the largest portion of all these

phenomena that are presented for our study. The origin of these

practices is lost in the remotest antiquity; but in the fragments of

the earliest nations 'that have survived the wreck of time' and

come down to our day, we read of Chaldaeans and Soothsayers,
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Priests and Magi working wonders and performing miracles, to

impose upon the ignorant and credulous masses and thus gain

power and ascendency over them ; and that they had attained no

mean skill even in remote ages we can readily see from the descrip-

tions given in the Sacred Chronicle of the contest between Moses
and the Egyptian Priests ; and the Witch of Endor who it is stated

raised the spirit of Samuel at the request of Saul. In the Middle

Ages well authenticated records tell us that the power of these

adepts was almost omnipotent. Langlet du Fresnoy in his History

of the Herrnetic Philosophy and Mackay in his Memoirs of Extraordi-

nary Popular Delusions give detailed accounts of the miraculous

powers of Gebir, Albertus Magnus, Raymond Lully, Roger Bacon,

the Mar^chal de Rays, Cornelius-Agrippa, Paracelsus, Cagliostro,

and a host of others, who were believed by their contemporaries to

possess the power of transmuting the baser metals into gold, mak-

ing the spirits of the dead to appear, reanimating dead bodies, and

all such tricks as their congeners— the Spiritual Mediums of the

present day—entertain and mystify their believers with. Albertus

Magnus was said to have made a brazen statue which under a

favorable aspect of the planets he endowed with life and speech,

and made it perform the duties of a household servant. Paracelsus

boasted that he had discovered the elixir vitce, and was not only

able to prolong life for hundreds of years, but actually had power

to reanimate the dead. Pirnetti was said to be able to render him-

self invisible, change his shape at will and multiply himself in-

definitely ; it is even related on credible authority that he was seen

by the assembled inhabitants of St. Petersburg to pass out of every

one of the fifteen gates of the city at the same instant of time.

"At the present day every improvement in the arts, and every

discovery in science, has been appropriated by the charlatans and

made subservient to their purposes, and now there is scarcely a

trick or deception of the senses the mind can conceive of, that

they have not available means of performing, and that too with but

slight risk of detection.

"The cases comprised in our second cldiSS cannot be disposed of

so summarily : first, from the fact, that for ages past they were

looked upon as something akin to 'Demoniac Possession' and

only to be legitimately treated by priest with 'bell, book, and

candle'; and therefore it is only within the latter half of the pres-

ent century that they have been considered a subject of scientific

investigation. Second, their causation, depending as it does upon

imperfectly known chemico-vital processes, makes the study not
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only intricate and perplexing, but often inexact, since the personal

equation is never a constant, but varies in every case. Besides

which, intricate and involved as these questions are/<-; se, they are

made much more obscure and inexact for the reason, that along

with the abnormal condition of mental action which we wish to

study there is always so great a tendency to self-deception and to de-

ceive others, that it actually amounts to a ruling principle.

"But excluding all egoistic, personal, or subjective testimony,

and as far as we can, every possibility of deception, there is still

enough known about these cases to make the subject one of great

interest to every one.

"Let us commence with Somnambulism. The name is derived

from one single phenomenon occasionally presented in this condi-

tion, sleep-walking, though this is by no means an essential, nor

is it one of the most commonly observed, phenomena of this state

the condition of the body in somnambulism is similar to what it is

in dreaming, except that the somnambulist acts out the ideas pre-

sented by his dream ; those ganglia of the brain originating the

ideas and impulses only, being active, whilst other portions are at

rest. As in all other variations from the norm or standard of health

in animal bodies, this abnormal nervous action is of varying grades

of intensity in various subjects. The sucking action of the lips

and cheeks frequently observed in the sleep of nursing infants is as

truly somnambulistic as the more complicated psychical and phys-

ical actions of those less numerous cases, who climb dizzy heights,

perform long journeys, compose music, or write logical treatises in

a state of profound slumber.

" Not widely different from somnambulism and depending upon
somewhat similar causes is that condition called Hypnoiism, either

automatic, or induced by the will of another, which has caused so

much wonder under the mystifying titles of Animal Magnetism,

Mesmerism, and Clairvoyance. This state may be produced in vari-

ous ways, the most common plan being to fix the attention of the

subject upon some small, bright object held near the eyes until

tiring takes place and sleep occurs. The period required to produce

this effect depends greatly upon the susceptibility of the individ-

ual : in children, and nervous hysterical women, and in men whose
nervous conditions resemble theirs either from weakness, mental

over-work, or original conformation of the nervous system, a few

minutes may suffice ; in those whose nervous organisation is fixed on

a more stable equipoise, a longer period is required ; and in some
rare cases, whose vigorous wills never lose their controlling pow-
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ers, hypnotism is impossible. In every case however induced, the

only one essential cause required to bring on this condition is to

produce temporary exhaustion of the sensori-volitional nerve-cen-

tres, and render them dormant. When this occurs, we have an

animal automaton, which may be made to perform all the varied

and complex acts that it has acquired from its peculiar organisa-

tion, environment, and education, but only by means of external

suggestions. A woman in this state, if seated at the piano, would

play and sing as well as she could in her normal state of conscious-

ness, or if an infant were placed in her arms, would care for it as

tenderly as if every maternal instinct were awake and active; a

man, if placed in proper attitudes and started with leading sugges-

tions, would make a speech, fight a duel, or run a foot race ; or, if

paper and tobacco were placed in his hands, he would make a

cigarette, light and smoke it; but, the sensorium being dormant,

the woman would play a dummy piano with as much empressement

as if it were a perfect instrument, and would nurse a doll or a pil-

low placed in her arms, as carefully as if it were a real child; and

similarly the man would fight an imaginary foe as vigorously as if

it were a real enemy; or make a cigarette of saw-dust as carefully

and smoke it as readily as if it were made of real tobacco.

"Cases of Catalepsy, Trance, and Ecstasy are exceedingly rare.

They are all of a somewhat similar nature, and are all caused by

allowing the attention to dwell for a long time upon one idea, or

set of ideas, to the exclusion of all else; until the one idea dom-

inates and controls the whole organism. Almost invariably the

ideas are of a religious nature; and the visions seen are of heaven,

hell, and purgatory, the thoughts taking the particular cast of the

previous reading or teaching upon these subjects. In these con-

ditions the patient usually lies or sits perfectly still and composed,

with the eyes open and staring, the facial muscles relaxed and

calm, and the skin smooth and shiny, giving the condition known

to physiologists as transfiguration. The breathing is scarcely per-

ceptible, and the heart-beat often cannot be distinguished, even by

the most careful auscultation; this condition is very similar to

hibernation in animals, and is so liable to be mistaken for death

that cases are on record of persons being buried alive while in this

state. Consciousness—while in this condition—is usually in abey-

ance, or, if present at all, takes cognisance only of those impres-

sions that relate to or are en rapport with the dominant idea. In

impressible subjects the body is wholly in sympathy and dom-

inated by the ruling idea. In the wonderful case of Marie de Moerl,
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'The scarred maiden of Tyrol/ if we can believe the report of

Doctor Goerres, there appeared in a short time bleeding ulcers

around her brow, on her hands and feet, and over her heart, as the

result of directing her attention so often to the localities of the

wounds upon the body of Christ.

"These cases are all closely related to that protean disease

called Hysteria, and like that disease are all marked by a more or

less complete loss or suspension of volition or directive will-power

:

and by ivill-powfr I wish to be understood to mean the ability of

determining a preponderating activity to one or more ganglia or

group of nerve-cells, and so causing nervous force to be directed

or expended through one channel, or to one organ, rather than to

another. This lack of will-power not only leaves these cases little

or no control over their own thoughts or actions, but also allows

their thoughts and actions to be easily determined and controlled

by persons of stronger wills. It is of course this class of people

that are always selected as hnpressibles or Mediums.

"The average adult human brain weighs about fifty ounces in

the male and a few ounces less in the female : and as I have before

said is a highly complex organ consisting chiefly of gray cells ag-

gregated into masses called ganglia, white tubules or nerves, and
blood-vessels: the whole apparatus combined and held together

by a frame-work of connective tissue. The grey cells originate

nerve-force, while the nerves transmit it to and from the various

organs of the body. What is the intrinsic nature of this subtle

force generated in the nerve cells that, emitted through one channel,

gives us the sensation of touch ; through another, sound ; through

another, light, etc., 7ve do not knotu \ any more than we know the

intrinsic nature of electricity, galvanism, or the chemical force.

But there are many facts which lead us to believe that it is analog-

ous to or not materially different from those forces last named, and
like those forces is generated by the attraction and repulsion of

atoms of matter having opposite polarities. Nor need we look

upon this theory as one too meagre or too materialistic to explain

all the recondite processes of cerebral action, including even

thought; for when we recall the wonderful force evolved by the

simple attraction of atoms of zinc for atoms of oxygen in the gal-

vanic battery and the complicated uses it has subserved in the arts

—in one place to drive an engine, in another to carry our messages

through thousands of leagues of ocean, in another form to give

heat, and in yet another light ; we can readily discern how a varied

and complicated extension of the same or a similar force acting
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between the atoms of that most complex fluid, the blood, and the

organic molecules of the animal body, can only be limited in its

manifestations by the special mechanisms through which it must
act."

"My dear Colonel," said the Judge, "it would not be very

hard for me to accept your conclusion if I could accept your prem-

ises, which I can not, since they assume that dead brute matter is

capable of self-consciousness, thought, volition and memory. You
give me atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, phosphorus,

and other elementary forms of matter, acted upon by the blind

force of chemical affinity; and expect me to construct out of these

meagre details all the varied and complicated forms of life from

its lowest manifestations up to man, with all the wonderful poten-

tialities of the human brain. Can an atom of phosphorus think,

has an atom of nitrogen volition, is there any consciousness in car-

bon, or memory in hydrogen? It is almost preposterous even to

ask such questions."

"Not quite so preposterous as it seems, my dear Judge, though

I acknowledge that it requires a careful study of the lower forms

of life and a vivid, but still scientific, imagination to arrive at such

a conclusion. If we go back link by link in the chain of life from

the highest type of the Homo Sapiens down to the lowest micro-

scopic speck of 'protoplasm' in which can be recognised the prin-

ciple of vitality, we cannot fail to see that every higher type has

been evolved from some lower type by some favorable variation or

by a more favorable 'environment.' Every link in the chain is

connected and shows that the highest powers of the human brain

are potential in the amceba. And if we critically examine the

manifestations of life displayed by these lowest forms of vitality

we will find that if their manifestations differ at all from chemical

affinity, it is not in kind but only in degree. These vital molecules

—somehow—recognise in their environment what kinds of matter

are necessary to their being, they appropriate it, assimilate it, and

when their affinities are satisfied the residue is eliminated as ex-

creta.

"Now let us turn to inorganic chemistry. An atom of oxygen

if brought into contact with different atoms of matter will select

one kind and refuse all the others; or if in combination with one

kind of matter will leave that one, and unite with another if it has

a stronger affinity for it. Every single atom of what you call

'dead brute matter' evinces this selective power.

"When atoms unite to form molecules their affinities are more
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complicated : the more simple the molecule, the more limited is

its range of affinities; while in those more complex molecules that

form the basis of animal life, the more highly differentiated are

their affinities, and the more wide their range of attraction ; since

every atom composing the molecule has not only its atomic (per-

sonal) affinities to be satisfied but its molecular (family) affinities

to be satisfied also.

"The whole science of chemistry is but little more than a ' table

of affinities,' and the great fundamental law that underlies the sci-

ence is the fact that all kinds of matter have the power to select

what combinations they shall enter into. If we bring together ba-

ryta and nitric acid, the acid and baryta unite and form barium

nitrate ; now if we add to the mixture a little sulphuric acid, the

barium leaves the nitric acid and combines with the sulphuric,

forming barium sulphate; if now we vary the experiment and to

the solution of barium nitrate add the sulphuric acid in combi-

nation with a salt of potassium, a new element is introduced with

its individual affinities, and a mutual divorce takes j^lace : the sul-

phuric acid leaves the potassium and unites with the barium, and

the nitric acid leaving the barium combines with the potassium.

Now, I do not attempt to explain why atoms of matter behave in

this manner; we must, for the present at least, be satisfied to know
that this is 'an ultimate scientific fact'; but I do say that in this

discriminatory electing power possessed by all atoms of matter

may be found the rudimentary germ which in the more highly dif-

ferentiated and complex atoms that form the nervous system of

animals, evolves those wonderful forces which we designate as

consciousness, thought, and volition.

"Nearly six centuries before the birth of Christ, the Greek

philosopher Thales of Miletus enunciated the rudiments of such a

doctrine, and with all due deference to the philosophers and sages

who have lived since his time I do not think they have improved

much upon his fundamental ideas.

"All of the varied manifestations of life are now being carefully

studied by cool clear-headed scientific men, who bring to their

work minds purged from dogmas and preconceived systems, and

trained to careful observation of facts and to logical deductions

from them. They have already determined the chemical elements

that compose the brain and nervous system, and in great part their

molecular arrangement and peculiar construction. They have

carefully mapped out the topographical anatomy of the brain and

shown what special ganglia preside over the different parts of the
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organism, and I am confident that in a short time it will be as pos-

sible to make accurate diagnoses of those deviations from normal

cerebral action as it is now to detect any deviation from health in

most of the other organs of the body."

After the Judge and I arrived at the Hotel, we had a little

further discussion upon Spiritualism and analogous topics sug-

gested by the evening's experience ; and before parting each gave

the other his sacred pledge :

That, if there is di future state of existence, with consciousness

of personal identity, the first one of us who entered into that state

would appear to the survivor and give him some unmistakable

token of his continued existence, if such evidence was consonant

with the laws that govern that state.

We then bade each other good-bye and parted. A few months

after this meeting my dear old friend "went over to the great

silent majority," and often since, when I have stood by his tomb,

or visited the home his presence had made so dear, I have remem-

bered the pledge we gave each other on that summer Sunday eve-

ning years ago and have watched and waited and hoped for the

promised token

—

"But alas Death's adamantine portal

Holds fast its secrets evermore ;

And when we pass through that dread door,

It shuts the light from every mortal.

And though with aching brain we learn

The mystic lore of every age,

And knowledge taught by seer and sage.

The secret ne'er can we discern."
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[concluded.]

THE DECLINE OF HUNG SIU TSUEN'S CAUSE.

ONE inherent defect in the rebellion, viewed in its political

bearing, soon showed itself. Hung Siu-tsuen's conviction of

his divine mission had been most cordially received by his generals

and the entire body of followers which left Yung-ngan in 1852 ; but

their faith was not accepted by the enormous additions made to

the Tai-pings as they advanced to Nanking, and gradually the

original force became so diluted that it was inadequate to restrain

and inspirit their auxiliaries. Moreover, the Tien-wang had never

seriously worked out any conception of the radical changes in his

system of government, which it would be absolutely necessary to

inaugurate under a Christian code of laws. Having had no knowl-

edge of any Western kingdom, he probably regarded them all as

conformed to the rules and examples given in the Bible; perhaps,

too, he trusted that the "Heavenly Father and Elder Brother"

would reveal the proper course of action when the time came. The

great body of literati would naturally be indisposed to even ex-

amine the claims of a Western religion which placed Shangti above

all other gods, and allowed no images in worship, no ritual in tem-

ples, and no adoration to ancestors, to Confucius, or to the heav-

enly bodies. But if this patriotic call to throw off the Manchu

yoke had been fortified by a well-devised system of public exami-

nations for office,—modified to suit the new order of things by in-

troducing more practical subjects than those found in the classics

and put into practice,— it is hard to suppose that the intellectual

classes would not gradually have ranged themselves on the side of

this rising power.

Incentives addressed to the patriotic feelings of the Chinese

were mixed with their obligations to worship Shangti, now made

IFrom S. Wells Williams's Middle Kingdom. See note in the November Open Court.
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known to them as the Great God, our Heavenly Father, and secur-

ity was promised to all who submitted.

In 1855 dissensions sprang up among the leaders themselves

inside of Nanking, which ended in the execution of Yang, the Eas-

tern King, the next year ; a fierce struggle maintained by Wei, the

Northern King, on behalf of the Tien-wang, upheld his supremacy,

but at a loss of his best general. Another man of note, Shih Ta-

kai, the Assistant King, losing faith in the whole undertaking,

managed to withdraw with a large following westward and reached

Sz'chuen. The early friend of Hung Siu tsuen, Fung Yun-shan,

known as the Southern King, disappeared about the same time.

It had become a life struggle with Siu-tsuen, and his removal

of the four kings resulted in leaving him without any real military

chief on whose loyalty he could depend. The rumors which

reached Shanghai in 1856 of the fierce conflict in the city were

probably exaggerated by the desire prevalent in that region that

the parties would go on, like the Midianites in Gideon's time,

beating each other down till they ended the matter.

The success of the Tai-pings had encouraged discontented

leaders in other parts of China to set up their standards of revolt.

The progress of Shih Ta-kai in Sz'chuen and Kweichau engaged

the utmost efforts of the provincial rulers to restore peace. In

Kwangtung a powerful band invested the city, but the operations

of Governor Yeh, after the departure of Sii Kwang tsun in 1854,

were well supported by the gentry. By the middle of 1855 the

rising was quenched in blood. A band of Cantonese desperadoes

seized the city of Shanghai in September, 1853, killing the district

magistrate and some other officials. They retained possession till

the Chinese New Year, January 27, 1854, leaving the city amid

flames and carnage, when many of the leaders escaped in foreign

vessels. None of these men were affiliated with the Tai pings.

By 1857 the imperialists had begun to draw close lines about

the rebels, when they were nearly restricted to the river banks be-

tween Nganking and Nanking, both of which cities were block-

aded. Two years later the insurgent capital was beleaguered, but

in its siege the loyalists trusted almost wholly to the effects of want

and disease, which at last reached such an extreme degree (up to

i860) that it was said that human flesh was sold in the butchers'

stalls of Nanking. Their ammunition was nearly expended, their

numbers were reduced, and their men apparently desirous to dis-

perse ; but the indomitable spirit of the leader never quailed. He
had appointed eleven other wang or generals, called Chung TVang
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("Loyal King"\ Ying Wang ("Heroic King"), Kan Wang
("Shield King"), Ting fFa«^ ("Listening King"), etc., whose
abilities were quite equal to the old ones.

A small body of Tai-pings managed to get out toward the

north of Kiangsu, near the Yellow River. Another body had

already (in March) carried Hangchau by assault by springing a

mine; as many as seventy thousand inhabitants, including the

Manchu garrison, perished here during the week the city remained

in possession of the rebels. On their return to Nanking the joint

force carried all before it, and the needed guns and ammunition fell

into their hands. The loyalist soldiers also turned against their

old officers, but the larger part had been killed or dispersed.

Chinkiang and Changchau were captured, and Ho Kwei-tsing, the

governor-general, fled in the most dastardly manner to Suchau,

without an effort to retrieve his overthrow. Some resistance was

made at Wusih on the Grand Canal, but Ho Chun was so para-

lysed by the onslaught that he killed himself, and Suchau fell into

the hands of Chung Wang with no resistance whatever. It was,

nevertheless, burned and pillaged by the cowardly imperialists be-

fore they left it, Ho Kwei-tsing setting the large suburbs on fire to

uncover the solid walls. This destruction was so unnecessary that

the citizens welcomed the Tai-pings, for they would at least leave

them their houses. With Suchau and Hangchau in their hands,

the Kan Wang and Chung Wang had control of the great water-

courses in the two provinces, and their desire now was to obtain

foreign steamers to use in regaining mastery of the Yangtsz' River.

The loss of their first leaders was by this time admirably supplied

to the insurgents by these two men, who had had a wider experi-

ence than the Tien wang himself, while their extraordinary success

in dispersing their enemies had been to them all an assurance of

divine protection and approval.

The populous and fertile region of Kiangnan and Chehkiang

was wholly in their hands by June, i860, so far as any organised

Manchu force could resist them. The destruction of life, property,

and industry within the three months since their sally from Nan-

king had been unparalleled probably since the Conquest, more

than two centuries before, and revived the stories told of the ruth-

less acts of Attila and Tamerlane. Shanghai was threatened in

August by a force of less than twenty thousand men led by the

Chung Wang, and it would have been captured if it had not been

protected by British and French troops.
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THE EVER-VICTORIOUS FORCE AND THE SUPPRESSION OF THE
REBELLION.

At this juncture the imperiahsts began to look toward foreign-

ers for aid in restoring their prestige and power by employing skill

and weapons not to be found among themselves. An American

adventurer, Frederick G. Ward, of Salem, Mass., proposed to the

Intendant Wu to recapture Sungkiang from the Tai-pings ; he was

repulsed in his first attempt at the head of about a hundred for-

eigners, but succeeded in the second, and the imperialists straight-

way occupied the city. This success, added to the high pay, stim-

ulated many others to join him, and General Ward ere long was

able to organise a larger body of soldiers, to which the name of

Chafig-shing kiun, or "Ever-victorious force," was given by the

Chinese; it ultimately proved to be well applied. Its composition

was heterogeneous, but the energy, tact, and discipline of the

leader, under the impulse of an actual struggle with a powerful

foe, soon moulded it into something like a manageable corps, able

to serve as a nucleus for training a native army. Foreigners gen-

erally looked down upon the undertaking, and many of the allied

naval and military officers regarded it with doubt and dislike. It

had to prove its character by works, but the successive defeats of

the insurgents during the year 1862 in Kiangsu and Chehkiang

clearly demonstrated the might of its trained men over ten times

their number of undisciplined braves.

In September the Tai-pings were driven out of the valley of

the Yung river, but the death of General Ward at Tsz'ki deprived

the imperialists of an able leader. The career of this man had

been a strange one, but his success in training his men was en-

dorsed by honorable dealing with the mandarins, who had reported

well of him at Peking. He was buried at Sungkiang, where a

shrine was erected to his memory, and incense is burned before

him to this day.

It was difficult to find a successor, but the command rather

devolved on his second, an American named Burgevine, who was

confirmed by the Chinese, but proved to be incapable. He was

superseded by Holland and Cooke, Englishmen, and in April,

1863, the entire command was placed under Colonel Peter Gordon,

of the British army. During the interval between May, i860, when

Ward took Sungkiang, and April 6, 1863, when Gordon took Fu-

shan, the best manner of combining native and foreign troops was

gradually developed as they became more and more acquainted
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with each other and learned to respect discipline as an earnest of

success. Such a motley force has seldom if ever been seen, and

the enormous preponderance of Chinese troops would have per-

haps been an element of danger had they been left idle for a long

time.

There were five or six infantry regiments of about five hundred

men each, and a battery of artillery; at times it numbered five

thousand men. The commissioned officers were all foreigners,

and their national rivalries were sometimes a source of trouble;

the non-commissioned officers were Chinese, many of them repent-

ant rebels or seafaring men from Canton and Fuhkien, promoted

for good conduct. The uniform was a mixture of native and for-

eign dress, which at first led to the men being ridiculed as ''Imi-

tation Foreign Devils"; after victory, however, had elevated their

esprit du corps, they became quite proud of the costume. In re-

spect to camp equipage, arms, commissariat and ordnance depart-

ments, and means of transport, the natives soon made themselves

familiar with all details; while necessity helped their foreign

officers rapidly to pick up their language. It is recorded, to the

credit of this motley force, that "there was very little crime and

consequently very little punishment; ... as drunkenness was un-

known, the services of the provost-marshal rarely came into use,

except after a capture, when the desire for loot was a temptation

to absence from the ranks. "^

In addition, the force had a flotilla of four small steamers,

aided by a variety of native boats to the number of fifty to seventy-

five. The plain is so intersected by canals that the troops could

be easier moved by water than land, and these boats enabled it to

carry out surprises which disconcerted the rebels. Wilson well

remarks concerning Gordon's force : "Its success was owing to its

compactness, its completeness, the quickness of its movements,

its possession of steamers and good artillery, the bravery of its

officers, the confidence of its men, the inability of the rebels to

move large bodies of troops with rapidity, the nature of the coun-

try, the almost intuitive perception of the leader in adapting his

operations to the nature of the country, and his untiring energy in

carrying them out."^

After Fushan, Chanzu, Taitsang fu, and Kiunshan had been

occupied. Colonel Gordon found his position beset with so many

unexpected annoyances, both from his rather turbulent and in-

congruous troops and from the Chinese authorities, that he went

1 A. Wilson, The ''Ever-Victorious Army," p. 132. Ilbid., p. 138.
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to Shanghai on August 8th for the purpose of resigning the com-

mand. Arriving here, however, he ascertained that Burgevine

had just gone over to the Tai-pings with about three hundred for-

eigners, and was then in Suchau. The power of moral principle,

which guided the career of the one, was then seen in luminous

contrast to its lack as shown in the other of these soldiers of for-

tune. To his lasting credit Colonel Gordon decided to return at

once to Kiunshan, and, in face of the ingratitude of the Chinese

and jealousy of his ofificers, to stand by the imperialist cause. He
gradually restored his influence over officers and men, ascertained

that Burgevine's position in the Tai-ping army did not allow him

freedom enough to render his presence dangerous to their foes,

and began to act aggressively against Suchau by taking Patachiau

on its southern side in September.

Emissaries from the foreigners in the city now reported con-

siderable dissatisfaction with their position, and Colonel Gordon

was able to arrange in a short time their withdrawal without much
danger to themselves. It is said that Burgevine even then pro-

posed to him to join their forces, seize Suchau, and as soon as

possible march on Peking with a large army, and do to the Man-

chus what the Manchus had done, two hundred and twenty years

before, to the Mings. Colonel Gordon's own loyalty was some-

what suspected by the imperialist leaders, but his integrity carried

him safely through all these temptations to swerve from his duty.

As soon as these mercenaries among the rebels were out of

the way, operations against Suchau were prosecuted with vigor,

so that by November 19th the entire city was invested and care-

fully cut off from communication with the north. The city being

now hard pushed, the besieging force prepared for a night attack

upon a breach previously made in the stockade near the north-east

gate. It was well planned, but the Muh Wang, facile princeps

among the Tai-ping chiefs in courage and devotion, having been

informed of it, opened such a destructive fire that the Ever-victo-

rious force was defeated with a loss of about two hundred officers

and men killed and wounded. On the next morning, however

(November 28th), it was reported that the cowardly leaders in the

city were plotting against the Muh Wang—the only loyal one

among their number—and were talking of capitulating, using the

British chief as their intermediary.

IThe following cuts show the astronomical instruments of the old Peking observatory as

they were before their removal to Germany. Says S.Wells Williams: "They are beautiful

pieces of bronze, though now antiquated and useless for practical purposes."
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This rumor proved, indeed, to be so far true, that after some

further successful operations on the part of Gordon's division, the

31^

Wangs made overtures to General Ching, himself a former rebel

commander, but long since returned to the imperial cause and
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now the chief over its forces in Kiangsu. The Muh Wang was

publicly assassinated on December 2d by his comrades, and on the

5th the negotiations had proceeded so far that interviews were

held.

Colonel Gordon had withdrawn his troops a short distance to

save the city from pillage, but did not succeed in obtaining a dona-

tion of two months' pay for their late bravery from the parsimoni-

ous Li. He therefore proposed to lay down his command at three

o'clock P. M., and meanwhile went into the city to interview the

Na Wang, who told him that everything was proceeding in a satis-

factory manner. Upon learning this he repaired to the house of

the murdered Muh Wang in order to get his corpse decently buried,

but failed, as no one in the place would lend him the smallest

assistance. While he was thus occupied, the rebel wangs and

officers had settled as to the terms they would accept ; and on

reaching his own force, Gordon found General Ching there with a

donation of one month's pay, which his men refused.

The next morning he returned to the city and was told by

Ching that the rebel leaders had all been pardoned, and would de-

liver up the city at noon; they were preparing then to go out.

Colonel Gordon shortly after started to return to his own camp
and met the imperialists coming into the east gate in a tumultuous

manner, prepared for slaughter and pillage. He therefore went

back to the Na Wang's house to guard it, but found the establish-

ment already quite gutted; he, however, met the Wang's uncle

and went with him to protect the females of the family at the lat-

ter's residence. Here he was detained by several hundred armed

rebels, who would neither let him go nor send a message by his

interpreter till the next morning (December 7th), when they per-

mitted him to leave for his boat, then waiting at the south gate;

narrowly escaping, on his way thither, an attack from the imperial-

ists, he reached his bodyguard at daybreak, and with them was

able to prevent any more soldiers entering the city. His preserva-

tion amid such conflicting forces was providential, but his indigna-

tion was great when he learned that Governor Li had beheaded

the eight rebel leaders the day before.^ It seems that they had

demanded conditions quite inadmissible in respect to the control

of the thirty thousand men under their orders, and were cut off for

their insolent contumacy. Another account, published at Shang-

hai in 1871, states that nearly twenty chiefs were executed, and

about two thousand privates.

iThis was done in violation of the conditions under which the rebel chiefs had surrendered.
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As Colonel Gordon felt that his good name was compromised
by this cruelty, he threw up his command until he could confer

with his superiors. On the 2gth a reply came to Li Hung-chang
from Prince Kung, highly praising all who had been engaged in

taking Suchau, and ordering him to send the leader of the Ever-

victorious force a medal and ten thousand taels—both of which he

declined. The posture of affairs soon became embarrassing to all

parties. The rebellion was not suppressed ; the cities in rebel

hands would soon gather the desperate men escaped from Suchau;
Colonel Gordon alone could lead his troops to victory; and all his

past bravery and skill might be lost. He therefore resumed his

command, and presently recommenced operations by leading his

men against Ihing hien, west of Suchau.

On reaching Ihing, the dreadful effects of the struggle going

on around Gordon's force were seen, and more than reconciled

him to do all he could to bring it to an end. Utter destitution

prevailed in and out of the town; people were feeding on dead

bodies, and ready to perish from exposure while waiting for a com-
rade to die. The town of Liyang was surrendered on his approach,

and its inhabitants, twenty thousand in number, supplied with a

little food. From this place to Kintan proved to be a slow and
irksome march, owing to the shallow water in the canal and the

bad weather. On March 21st an attack was made on this strong

post by breaching the walls; but it resulted in a defeat, the loss of

more than a hundred officers and men, and a severe wound which
Colonel Gordon received in his leg—oddly enough the only injury

he sustained, though frequently compelled to lead his men in per-

son to a charge. Next day he retired, in order, to Liyang, but

hearing that the son of the Chung Wang had retaken Fushan he

started with a thousand men and some artillery for Wusih, which
the rebels had left. The operations in this region during the next

few weeks conclusively proved the desperate condition of the reb-

els, but a hopeless cause seemed often but to increase their bravery

in defending what strongholds were left them. At the same time

a body of Franco-Chinese was operating, in connexion with Gene-
ral Ching on the south of Suchau, against Kiahing fu, a large city

on the Grand Canal, held by the Ting Wang. This position was
taken and its defenders put to the sword on March 20th, but with

the very serious loss of General Ching, one of the ablest generals

in the Chinese army. Hangchau, the capital of Chehkiang, capit-

ulated the next day, and this was soon followed by the reduction

of the entire province and dispersion of the rebels among the hills.
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With this capture ended the operations of the Ever- victorious

force and its brave leader. Nanking was now the only strong place

held by the Tai-pings, and there was nothing for that army to do

there, as Tsang Kwoh-fan, the generalissimo of the imperial ar-

mies, had ample means for its capture. Colonel Gordon, there-

fore, in conjunction with Governor Li, dissolved this notable divi-

sion ; the latter rewarded its officers and men with liberal gratui-

ties, and sent the natives home. During its existence of about

four years down to June i, 1864, nearly fifty places had been taken

(twenty-three of them by Gordon), and its higher discipline had

served to elevate the morale of the imperialists who operated with

them. It perhaps owed its greatest triumph to the high-toned up-

rightness of its Christian chief, which impressed all who served

with him. The Emperor conferred on him the highest military

rank of ti-tiih, or "Captain-General," and a yellow jacket ijna kwa)

and other uniforms, to indicate the sense of his achievements. Sir

Frederick Bruce admirably summed up his character in a letter to

Earl Russell when sending the imperial rescript

:

Hongkong, July 12, 1864.

My Lord,

I enclose a translation of a despatch from Prince Kung containing the decree

published by the Emperor, acknowledging the services of Lieutenant-Colonel Gor-

don, R. E., and requesting that Her Majesty's government be pleased to recognise

them. This step has been spontaneously taken. Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon well

deserves Her Majesty's favor ; for, independently of the skill and courage he has

shown, his disinterestedness has elevated our national character in the eyes of the

Chinese. Not only has he refused any pecuniary reward, but he has spent more

than his pay in contributing to the comfort of the officers who served under him,

and in assuaging the distress of the starving population whom he relieved from the

yoke of their oppressors. Indeed, the feeling that impelled him to resume opera-

tions after the fall of Suchow was one of the purest humanity. He sought to save

the people of the districts that had been recovered from a repetition of the misery

entailed upon them by this cruel civil war.

I have, etc.,

F. W. A. Bruce.

The foreign merchants of Shanghai expressed their sense of

his conduct in a letter dated November 24th, written on the eve of

his return to England, in which they truly remark: "In a position

of unequalled difficulty, and surrounded by complications of every

possible nature, you have succeeded in offering to the eyes of the

Chinese nation, no less by your loyal and disinterested line of ac-

tion than by your conspicuous gallantry and talent for organisation

and command, the example of a foreign officer serving the govern-
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ment of this country with honorable fidelity and undeviating self-

respect." ^

Little remains to be said about Nanking. All egress from the

doomed city was stopped by July ist, when the explosion of mines

and bursting of shells forewarned its deluded defenders of their

fate. Of the last days of their leader no authentic account has

been given, and the declaration of the Chung Wang in his auto-

biography, that he poisoned himself on June 30th, "owing to his

anxiety and trouble of mind," is probably true. His body was

buried behind his palace by one of his wives, and afterward dug
up by the imperialists.

On July 19, 1864, the wall was breached by the explosion of

forty thousand pounds of powder in a mine, and the Chung Wang,
faithful to the last, defended until midnight the Tien Wang's family

from the imperialists. He and the Kan Wang then escorted Hung
Fu-tien—a lad of sixteen, who had succeeded to the throne of

Great Peace three weeks before—with a thousand followers, a

short distance beyond the city. The three leaders now became
separated, but all were ultimately captured and executed. The
Chung Wang, during his captivity before death, wrote an account

of his own life, which fully maintains the high estimate previously

formed of his character from his public acts.^ He was the solitary

ornament of the whole movement during the fourteen years of its

independent existence, and his enemies would have done well to

have spared him. More than seven thousand Tai-pings were put

to death in Nanking, the total number found there being hardly

over twenty thousand, of whom probably very few were southern

Chinese—this element having gradually disappeared.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.
In concluding this series of articles on China, we hope to have offered our

readers some materials which will help them to understand the difficulties of the

present situation. The deep-seated dissatisfaction of the large masses with exist-

ing conditions, and their rebellious spirit, are important factors that must be taken

into consideration. It is highly regrettable that when Christianity— a Chinese

Christianity rooted in the native soil—had in the Tai-Ping Rebellion taken the lead

of the anti-Tartar movement, it was crushed, not by the Tartar government, but

through the assistance of Christian England, who sent her best strategist to subdue

1 "The rapidity with which the long-descended hostility of ihe Chinese Rovernment became
exchanged for relations of at least outward friendship, must be ascribed altogether to the exist-

ence of the Tai-pinK Rebellion, without whose pressure as an auxiliary we might have crushed,

but never conciliated the distrustful statesmen at Peking."

—

Prater's Magazine, Vol. LXXI., p.

145, February, 1S65.

2 The Autobioiraphy of the Chung Wang, translated from the Chinese by W. T. Lay, Shang-

hai, 1863.
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the Christian rebels. General Gordon, though a man of noble character and a

good Christian, did not know what he was about. He saved a rotten dynasty, but

ruined China's chances of building up upon native traditions a new China which

would have been a better soil than is the present China for receiving the seeds of

civilisations imported from the Western nations.

We are aware of all the shortcomings of the Tai-Pings. They were not Chris-

tians of the type of Christ, but like Cromwell, with a prayer-book in one hand and

a sword in the other. They were fanatics, like the idol-smashing monks of the

second and third centuries. As the mobs of Alexandria and Athens broke to pieces

the most beautiful statues of ancient Greece, so the Tai-Pings destroyed the famous

Porcelain Tower of Nanking. Further, the Christianity of the Tai-Pings was not

our Christianity ; it was neither European nor American, it savored of China, and

like that of many Christian sects was full of odd notions of its own. Nevertheless,

it was a Christianity, and we repeat it is to be regretted that the Tai-Ping move-

ment was suppressed with the aid of Christians.

The English Government did not gain what it hoped to gain. The attitude of

the Tartar dynasty of China toward the English has not changed, and foreigners

are as much distrusted, feared, and despised as ever. This is proved by the late

Boxer movement which in its original tendency was directed as much against the

Tartar rulers of China as against the foreigners. The Empress of China for very

good reasons was more afraid of the Boxers than of the Western governments.

The result proves the wisdom of her policy. She still holds the reigns of govern-

ment, while if she had dared to side with the foreign powers the dynasty would

have lost control, and she might have become a fugitive living on the charity of

her Western enemies.

At present conditions are lamentable. The Boxer movement has widened

the gulf between China and the Western world. The most warlike nation of Eu-

rope has tried to hold China by the power of guns and canons, but Waldersee,

who is as good a diplomat as a soldier, deemed it wise to retire ; and the Chinese

will not think better of Western civilisation after the occupation than before. The

ruins of the Imperial Palace, the depradations committed by the invaders, remain

mementos which will bear evil fruit.

Certain it is that China has not as yet seen the better side of Western civilisa-

tion ; the Chinese know Europeans as the Germans up to 1870 knew the French

mainly through Turenne and Napoleon. Atrocities of all kinds marked the wake of

their invading armies ; art treasures disappeared, and palaces were laid in ruins
;

but history teaches us a lesson. He who sows the wind will reap the whirlwind.

There is no doubt that on account of its stubborn haughtiness the Chinese

Government has pursued a policy that will lead China into confusion and dissolu-

tion; but the mistakes of the Chinese government are no excuse for European

Governments to do likewise. Instead of trying to humiliate the Chinese, it would

be much better to study their national character, to appreciate their virtues, to

gain their good-will, to teach them nobler and better views by setting them a good

example in higher morality as well as wisdom. We have failed to gain their confi-

dence. Perhaps we have never tried, but whatever the intentions of the foreign

powers toward China may have been, the result is that they are at once hated and

feared, as if they actually were what outlanders are called in China—foreign fiends.
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BY THE EDITOR.

RICHARD ANDRfi, the well-known anthropologist and editor

of the Globus, has collected under the title Die Flutsageti a

great number of Deluge legends and has endeavored in his con-

cluding chapters to point out the natural causes of their origin.

Among them he mentions a tradition of the Algonquins, a tribe of

North American Indians, recorded in pictures on bark and pre-

served by A. G. Squier. ^ The pictures are merely a mnemotech-

nical method of remembering the story, but Mr. Squier publishes

the explanation as given by the Indians in their own language, to-

gether with an English translation, and the meaning of it is in brief

as follows :

"Long ago, there originated a powerful snake when people had turned bad.

(First picture.) The strong snake was hostile to all creatures, and troublesome.

(Second picture.) So they fought, and there was no peace. (Third picture.) Then

the weak race of human beings suffered much from the keeper of the dead. (Fourth

picture, where the cross between the small man and the larger figure indicates

hostility.) Then the strong snake decided to destroy the whole human race and

all creatures. (Fifth picture.) So he brought up the black snake, monsters, and

rushing waters. (Sixth picture.) The rushing waters spread and covered all the

mountains, destroying everything. (Seventh picture.) Upon the island of the

tortoises (Tula) there was Nanaboush (Manabozho), the ancestor of human beings

and all creatures. (Eighth picture.) He dwelt on turtle land (Tula) and made

himself ready to move. (Ninth picture.) Human beings and creatures floating

all about were searching for the back of the turtle. (Tenth picture.) There were

many monsters of the sea who swallowed some of the people. (Eleventh picture.)

The daughter of the great spirit (Manito-dasin) assisted them to reach a boat, and

they shouted for help. (Twelfth picture.) Thereupon Nanaboush (Manabozho),

the ancestor of human beings, the ancestor of all creatures, the ancestor of turtles,

came. (Thirteenth picture.) He placed the men on the back of the turtle (four-

teenth picture) and commanded the turtle with threats to save the lives of the peo-

ple. (Fifteenth picture.) Then the waters subsided, the plain and the mountains

1 Historical and Mythological Traditions of the Algonquins. With a translation of the valum

olum, or bark record of the Linni Lenape, a paper read before the New York Historical Society.
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became dry again, and the bad being walked his way to another place." (Sixteenth

picture.)

Andr6 believes that this story is genuinely Indian and cannot

be considered as a mutilated account of the Biblical deluge story.

X ^g^^ES*

^

314

sic
/ A \

Bark Manuscript of the Algonquins.

7

The same seems to be true of an old Quiche legend, of the natives

of Guatemala, which is preserved in the Popol Vuh.
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The Popol Vuh means the "Book of the People," and was writ-

ten in the original Quiche language at about the time when the

first white people reached the New World. It was translated into

Spanish in the eighteenth century by Ximenes, a Dominican monk,

and published in that language by Karl Scherzer at Vienna, 1857,

under the title Las historias del origen df los Indios de esta provincia

de Guatemala, etc. The original Quiche text was published, together

with a French translation, in 1861 at Paris, by Brasseur de Bour-

bourg, under the title Popol Vuh, Le Livre sacrd et les mythes . . . des

Quiches. A critical report of it is given in D. Stoll's book, Zur

Ethnographie der Republik Guatemala, published in Zurich, 1884.

According to the Popol Vuh the gods were dissatisfied with the

animals whom they had created first, because they were mute and

could not worship. So they made men of clay, but they too were

imperfect, for though they could speak they were dull and could

not move their neck ; therefore the gods destroyed them in a flood.

Then the gods created a new race, making the man of wood and

the woman of resin. They were superior to the clay people but

not as yet satisfactory, for their speech was crude and they showed

no gratitude. Therefore Hurakan (the heart of the heavens) rained

burning resin and caused an earthquake to come which destroyed

all but a few who were changed into monkeys. Finally, the gods

made men of white and yellow maize, and they were so perfect

that the gods became afraid, and they took away some of their

powers, reducing them to human beings such as they are now, and

the Quiches are their direct descendants.

Among the Deluge legends of South America the idea is prom-

inent that the people who saved their lives fled unto a big moun-

tain, and that when the floods rose the mountain floated on the

waters. In this way, the Incas of Peru declare that a shepherd

was saved with his family, and the Araukens add that the people

on the floating mountain covered their heads with wooden dishes

in order to protect themselves against the heat of the sun, in case

the mountain should be raised to the heavens.
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JUDGE WAITE ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY.

Judge Waite, of Chicago, President of the Secular Union, and well known as

a radical thinker, is the author of a thick-volumed and learned book entitled :

History of the Christian Religio7i to the Year Tzuo Hundred. The work has

lately reached its fifth edition, and deserves the special attention of scholars in so

far as it not only gives the results of the author's investigation, but adduces all the

main evidences which he has collected and upon the basis of which he formulates

his opinions. We cannot be expected to enter into details or criticise his views, for

it is natural that as to the documentary evidence of church history covering so vast

a period as two centuries there should be difference of opinion, and many of the

mooted points are even beyond the possibility of a final settlement. For instance,

Judge Waite speaks in the beginning of his book of the Gospel of Paul, to which

the Apostle himself alludes in his Epistles (ii. 16-25; 2 Thessalonians ii. 14), and

believes that Paul had actually written a gospel ; while in our opinion Paul refers

simply to the burden of his message, the doctrine of salvation through the death of

the crucified Saviour.

Judge Waite divides the first two centuries of the Christian era into six peri-

ods : First, the apostolic age, 30-80, the time of Jesus, Paul, Peter, the Jameses,

and other apostles; Secondly, the apostolic fathers, 80-120,—Clement of Rome,

Ignatius Polycarp, including such men as Apollonius of Tyana and Simon Magus

(we would have placed Simon Magus in the apostolic age as being a contemporary

of Peter). Judge Waite thinks that this second period is the age of miracles, claim-

ing that the older documents are comparatively free from the belief in the super-

natural. The third period is the age of the Apocryphal gospels, the Protevange-

lion, the Gospel of Infancy, Acts of Pilate, etc., 120-130. The fourth period com-

prises the time of Marcion, Justin Martyr, and other authors of less importance,

from 130-170. Judge Waite insists that so far in all this mass of Christian litera-

ture, there is not to be found a single mention of any of the canonical gospels; not

one of all the writers down to the fourth period in any work which has been pre-

served has mentioned Luke, Mark, John, or Matthew as the author of a gospel.

He claims that there is not sufficient evidence that Tatian's Diatessaron was a

harmony of the four gospels. Eusebius's testimony as to the gospels is so skilfully

thrown together as to create the impression that they existed during the time of

which he was writing. But in every instance the assertion is by implication

merely, and his intent to deceive, our author claims, is manifest.

The fifth period (170-185) is the time in which the four gospels received a defi-
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nite shape. It is the time in which the Christian doctrine became settled and the

church established as a powerful institution.

The sixth period, from 185-200, is characterised by the formation of the Ro-

man Catholic hierarchy. Here we have such authors as Irenaeus, Clement of

Alexandria, and Tertullian.

With the establishment of the Church a deterioration in its character is notice-

able. Says our author

;

"As from a few bones the scientist can reconstruct the entire anatomy, so

from these fragments can the historian arrive at the frame-work of the orthodox

religion of the second century. But the complete and living form of Christianity

is wanting.

" With the exception of the epistle of Clement of Rome, written near the close

of the first century, and a few scattering writings afterward, there is but little in

the fathers of that day to remind one of the teachings of Jesus, or the fervid utter-

ances of the apostle to the Gentiles. The fathers of the second century were, with

united energies, engaged in the work of suppressing heresy. Justin Martyr was
writing against the Jews, Tertullian against Marcion, and Irenaeus against all the

heretics. This raid against those who differed from the established faith, left but

little time to cultivate the more kindly Christian graces, and finally culminated in

the establishment of a power which should be competent for the suppression of

heresy by force. The teachings of Paul concerning heresy and his bitter denun-

ciation of heretics contributed largely to this result.

"Another thing that strikes the attention in a comprehensive review of the

period is the ignorance and superstition, even of the most enlightened and best

educated of the fathers. Their bigotry has been noticed,— their ignorance and
superstition were no less.

"With rare exceptions, they were men who utterly despised that learning of

the heathen which consisted in attempting to ascertain the laws of the material

universe. Construing in the narrowest and strictest sense the maxim, that the

wisdom of this world is foolishness with God, they confined themselves almost ex-

clusively to an exposition of the Jewish scriptures, and of the sayings of Christ,

construed in the light of those scriptures ; drawing oftentimes, in the application

of the prophecies, the most fanciful and whimsical analogies."

The subject is so vast that even this thick volume, consisting of over 500

pages, merely touches upon a number of problems, without exhausting them.

Whatever the value be of the results, the book has one advantage which even the

author's adversaries ought to concede : the author proceeds like a judge by intro-

ducing evidence. His training in the juridical profession redounds to the advantage

of the reader, who is thus confronted with a great part of the evidences themselves.

The book bristles with quotations from the Church fathers, from Latin and Greek

authors, and condensed statements of such books as the Life of ApoUonius of
Tyana, etc., etc. Accordingly, those who do not agree with the author find here

the material collected which they can utilise for their own investigations. There

can he no doubt that the material has been collected with great diligence and cir-

cumspection, and if we consider that the bulk of it was done many years ago, at

the time when the first edition appeared, we may be astonished that the collection

is so well done. The author has upon the whole taken into consideration the re-

sults of modern research, which have been more rapid in this field than perhaps in

any other line of historical inquiry. There are some exceptions, however; e. g.,

we are astonished that Judge Waite nowhere mentions the discovery of the frag-
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ments of the Gospel According to St. Peter, which are very important in determin-

ing our opinion concerning that lost document.

While Judge Waite tries to be as impartial as a historian as he was in his ca-

pacity as United States Judge of Utah, we see plainly that the tendency of his book

is to reveal the worthlessness of the ancient Christian writers, their lack of educa-

tion as well as their dishonesty.

Judge Waite says : "Their credulity was unbounded. They had a sublime

disregard for truth ; not so much from perversity, as from carelessness, and indif-

ference to its sacred character. Their unscrupulousness when seeking for argu-

ments to enforce their positions, is notorious ; as well as the prevalence among

them of what are known as pious frauds. Jones, himself a zealous Christian writer,

says that Justin Martyr, Clemens Alexandrinus, and Lactantius made use of testi-

monies out of forgeries and spurious books, to prove the very foundation of the

Christian Revelation ; and it is believed, on good grounds, that Irenaeus was no

better. This father, while engaged in the introduction of gospels which show that

the ministry of Christ lasted from one to three years, not longer than three and a

half, himself declares that it lasted about twenty years, and that he had the tradi-

tion from the elders of Asia who had obtained it from John and the other apostles.

"In conclusion, as the result of this investigation, it may be repeated that no

evidence is found of the existence, in the first century, of either of the following

doctrines : the immaculate conception— the miracles of Christ—his material resur-

rection. No one of these doctrines is to be found in the epistles of the New Tes-

tament, nor have we been able to find them in any other writings of the first cen-

tury.

" As to the four gospels, in coming to the conclusion that they were not written

in the first century, we have but recorded the conviction of the more advanced

scholars of the present day, irrespective of their religious views in other respects.

" All that is of any value—all that is in harmony with the immutable laws of

the universe—all that is in accord with the eternal principles of right and justice,

still remains. All else is fast passing away, and is destined to pass away forever."

p. c.

THE HON. CHARLES CARROLL BONNEY.

Though a lawyer by profession, the well-known President of the Word's Fair

Auxiliary Congresses of 1893, the Hon. C. C. Bonney, is a poet of more than aver-

age ability. It was a happy event that when the last vacancy in the Chief Justice-

ship of the U. S. Supreme Court was filled. Judge Fuller was preferred to Mr.

Bonney, the names of both being presented in the last choice ; for Mr. Bonney

was thus spared for other work, not less important than even the paramount in-

fluence which is wielded by the members of the highest court in the country, viz.,

the realisation of his life's dream—of a great scheme of World's Congresses, cul-

minating in the marvellous achievement of a successful Religious Parliament. Mr.

Bonney partakes of the nature of a prophet, and a prophet is naturally possessed of

a poetic vein. We publish in the present number of The Opeji Court a poem by

Mr. Bonney which characterises the high strain of his Muse and gives expression

to the noble sentiments which ensoul his patriotism. Some of the lines, especially

those in the end, summarising the whole, breathe the true Miltonian spirit. It is

to be expected that in some of the passages in the middle of the poem the reader is

apt to flag ; but even they are not without significance, for they convey the author's
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convictions concerning- the geological periods of the formation of the continent

and the prehistoric development of the Indians, which may not be shared by many,

but which could not be omitted without doing violence to the underlying conception

of the whole.
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The poem was written some time ago ; but so far it has circulated in type-

written form only among the most intimate friends of the author, and is here pub-

lished for the first time. The pen and ink drawing of Mr. Bonney which accom-

panies this note was made by Eduard Biedermann, the same artist who illustrated

The Chief's Daughter and The Crozcn of Thorns.

Mr. Bonney has deposited in the Chicago Public Library his collection of

World's Congress papers and publications embracing nearly a hundred printed

volumes relating to the proceeding and including such historic works as Appleton's

History of the World's Fair and Dr. Barrows's History of the Parliament of
Religions.

TOLSTOI ON INDIA.

Mr. A. Ramaseshan publishes in a late number of the Arya of Madras (Vol.

I., No. 5, August 1901) a monthly magazine of India devoted to "Aryan religion,"

exhibiting a tendency toward Theosophy and kindred subjects, a letter from Count

Leo Tolstoi, written by the great Russian author in reply to a letter of sympathy

and expressing his opinion on the evils of India as well as recommending a cure

for them. Tolstoi's letter is characteristic of his deepest religious convictions, and

we republish it without any further comment

:

" Dear Sir :—I thank you for your very interesting letter. I quite agree with

you that your nation cannot accept the solution of the social problem which is pro-

posed by Europe, and which is no solution at all. A society or community kept

together by force is not only in a provisory state, but in a very dangerous one.

The bonds that keep together such a society are always in danger of being broken,

and the society itself liable to experience the greatest evils. In such a position are

all the European States. The only solution of the social problem for reasonable

beings endowed with the capacity of love is the abolition of violence and the organ-

isation of society based on mutual love and reasonable principles voluntarily ac-

cepted by all. Such a state can be attained only by the development of true reli-

gion. By the words ' true religion' I mean the fundamental principles of all reli-

gions, which are :

" I. The consciousness of the divine essence of the human soul, and
" Respect for its manifestation,—human life.

" Your religion is very old and very profound in its metaphysical definition of

the relation of man to the Spiritual All,—to the Atman ; but I think it was maimed
in its moral, i. e.

,
practical application by the existence of caste. This practical

application, so far as Lucknow, has been made only by Jainism, Buddhism, and

some of your sect, such as Kabir Panthis, in which the fundamental principle is

the sacredness of life and consequently the prohibition to take the life of any living

being, especially of man.

"All the evils that you experience—the famine, and what is still more impor-

tant, the depravement of your people by factory-life—will last as long as your

people consent to kill their fellow-men and to be soldiers (Sepoys). Parasites feed

only on unclean bodies. Your people must try to be morally clean.

" I quite agree with you that you ought to be thankful for all that has been

done by the English for your well-being, and should help them in all things tend-

ing to the civilisation of your people.

" I think the duty of all civilised Indians is :

" I. To try to destroy all old superstitions which hide from the masses the
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principle of true religion, i. e. , consciousness of the divine essence of human soul

and respect for the life of every human being without any exception, and
" 2. To spread them as far as possible.

"I think these principles are virtually, if not actually, contained in your an-

cient and profound religion and need only be developed and cleared from the veil

that covers them I think only such a mode of action can liberate the Indians

from all the evils which now beset them and will be the most efficacious means to

attain the goal which you are now looking for.

"Excuse me for stating my opinion in such a straightforward way, as likewise

for my bad English, and believe me
Yours truly,

Leo Tolstoi.

" 14th July, 1901.

"P. S.—This letter is not written in my handwriting, because I am bed-ridden

at the present moment."

MAHA BODHI SOCIETY OF INDIA.

The Maha-Bodhi Society of Calcutta has decided to open a Literary Section,

the object of which will be: (i) To transliterate the Pali Buddhist works into De-

vanagari and the other vernaculars of India, together with their translations; (2) To

bring out popular editions of important Buddhist texts, with copious notes and ex-

planations so that they may be read and understood by the Hindu people; and (3)

To open a class for the study of Pali Literature (which will be converted into a

regular institution afterwards) at 2, Creek Row, where regular instructions will be

given to the students who are willing to join. Pali is one of the classical languages

of India, whose history can be traced so far back as six hundred years B. C. The

Buddhists of the Maha-Bodhi Society claim that while every attempt has been

made to revive and spread the Sanskrit language both by the people and the Gov-

ernment, we have up to the present neglected Pali, which for centuries together

flourished in the whole of Upper India as the principal dialect, bequeathing to pos-

terity a rich and valuable literature that dates back to the times of the Buddhist

period when the ancient Universities of Nalanda, Takkhasila, Udanta-puri and

Vikramsila were flourishing.

Thanks to the exertions of the noble band of Orientalists, the subject has been

fully appreciated and is being studied in the Universities of England, France, Ger-

many, Russia, and America. To India, however, PSli literature has been almost

a sealed literature; yet a knowledge of the history of India is not at all complete

without the knowledge of Pilli. For brilliant records of the achievements of kings

and princes, the interesting history of the manners and customs of the people, and

a faithful account of the internal government, are all to be met in this venerable

and beautiful literature. The language is important alike to the student of com-

parative religion, history, and philosophy. Its study will at once reveal the glory

of ancient Indian wisdom. The Society has undertaken the publication in Deva-

nagari of Kaccayana's Pali Grammar by Pandit Satish Chandra Vidhyabhushan,

M. A., and Dhammapada and Suttanipata by Babu Charu Chandra Bose.

The Secretary of the Maha-Bodhi Society says in a circular:

"To carry out the foregoing objects, viz., undertaking the translation of im-

portant Pali works and bringing out popular editions of rare Buddhist books, and

also establishing an institution where every facility may be given for the study of
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this classical language, would require at least two thousand rupees annually. The
work will be purely of an unsectarian character. The chief aim of the Maha-
Bodhi Literary Section is to give the educated public an opportunity to come in

contact with this splendid literature which is an inexhaustible mine of knowledge

and an immortal legacy handed down to us by the sages of old. We ask for the

help and co-operation of all who are interested in this work both in this country

and in the foreign lands. Donations for the furtherance of the cause will be grate-

fully received and acknowledged in the Maha-Bodhi Journal."

All communications on the subject should be addressed to Ras Bihari Mu-
kharji (Uttarpara), Bengal, Honorary Secretary, Maha-Bodhi Literary Section, 2,

Creek Row, Calcutta.

BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Die Deborah. Eine deutsch-amerikanische Monatsschrift zur Forderung jiidi-

scher Interessen in Gemeinde, Schule und Haus. Als Wochenshrift be-

griindet 1855, von Isaac M. Wise. Cincinnati : Druck von The Razall Co.

September, igoi. Heft 9.

Deborah, a German Jewish monthly, contains in its September number some

theses by Rabbi B. Felsenthal, in which he explains the significance of Judaism,

first in its wider sense as denoting the national community of Jews as a nation, and

secondly in the sense of Jewish religion. Judaism, says Rabbi Felsenthal, is a

universal religion ; it is properly speaking a national religion, for without Jews

there would be no Judaism. Nevertheless, Judaism, that is to say, the Jewish

faith, contains universal elements, and reveals to mankind certain absolute and

eternal verities. The historical task of the Jewish nation consisted in revealing

certain metaphysical and ethical principles, and making them the common posses-

sion of mankind. The typically Jewish features, consisting in definite national

symbols and ceremonies, such as the choice of the seventh day as the day of rest

and edification, the Jewish calendar, etc., are merely national institutions and have

no universal character. But they served as a basis by which the universal ideas

manifested themselves and assumed a definite shape. He concludes that the ulti-

mate triumph of Judaism would not consist in the consummation that all men
should become Jews, but that the eternal truths of theism and the moral demand
of a sanctification of life should be universally recognised as ideal powers, deter-

mining and dominating our entire life. p. c.

The April, May, and June issues of The Bibelot series were : (i) " Lyrics from

'lonica, '" by William Cory; (2) "Clifton and a Lad's Love," by John Addington

Symonds; and (3) "Dear Love, and Other Inedited Pieces," by Algernon Charles

Swinburne. The titles for July, August, and September are : "A Minor Poet and

Lyrics," byAnnyLevy; "A Painter of the Last Century," by John Addington

Symonds; and " Proverbs in Porcelain," by Austin Dobson. These dainty book-

lets cost but five cents apiece, and not infrequently are accompanied with some

illustrated supplement. (Thomas B. Mosher, Publisher, 45 Exchange St., Port-

land, Me.)

The eighth volume of the International Library of Social Sciences issued by

Schleicher Freres, of Paris, is devoted to the life of the working classes of France,

and treats of such subjects as the length of the working day, wages, the work of

women, professional morality, modes of life, alcoholism, etc. [La vie oiivriire en
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France. By Fernand Pelloutier and Maurice Pelloutier. igoo. Pages, 344.

Price. 5 francs.)

Mari Kuef Hofer, the able editor of The K'imhrfraiten Ma^nizine of Chicago

and a kindergarten teacher of wide experience, publishes a number of C/iildren's

Siriff-tngr c'nmfs, Old and Neiu (price, 50 cents), for the use of kindergartens.

There are running and other games, representations of trades and domestic life,

and social themes,—an extension of our kindergarten work which is much needed

and which will no doubt be appreciated by kindergarten teachers.

It will be interesting to our readers to learn that the story in the present Open

Court, "An Evening with the Spiritualists," by Lt.-Col. W. H. Gardner, is based

on facts. In a private letter, from which he has permitted us to make a few ex-

tracts, Col. Gardner writes as follows .

"There is little to tell of the story save that it is an actual fact except for ob-

vious reasons I have changed names and places. But \.\\s.fads are the same, and

whether it was Judge * * * of * * *, who told me the story, or Judge * * * of Boston,

it can be no detriment to theyar/s in the case, upon which my theory is founded.

I have been a careful student of history, chemistry, ethnology and biologic science.

I believe I have read all of the works of Darwin, Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Tyn-

dall and other advanced thinkers on the subject of evolution, and when a few years

ago I was stationed at Fort Independence, Boston Harbor, I went to every spiritual

seance that my title as an M. D. and graduate of a university and moreover as a

medical officer of the army allowed me to attend. I had some very funny eve-

nings ; rope-tying feats, horn-blowing, etc., but I think it is not worth telling about

them, as it was all too ridiculous to invite attention to. But at the seance I refer

to. Judge *** went with me to the house I have spoken of and then he got the

supposititious message from his deceased friend ***. Well, all I can say is what

I have said in my manuscript. The dear old Judge was the colonel of a Massa-

chusetts regiment of cavalry during the Civil War, and a few months after our meet-

ing at the hotel, his sister sent me word of his death, with a pair of cuff-buttons

that he had sent to me. I see them every day and think of my dear old friend and

of our compact to come back and tell each other of the future life, if there is one.

But the dear old judge has not yet given me any sign."

We have one comment to make in connexion with the terminology of Lt.-Col.

Gardner's exposition. The word '

' thought-transference " is a dangerous term in psy-

chology, and our author had best avoided it in his explanation of the phenomena

described. Thought-transference of course is possible, but not in the sense in

which the word is commonly understood. Thought-transference is carried on daily

in our intercourse with each other by language, spoken as well as written and

printed. Symbols of thought are created which are generally, or to certain per-

sons, intelligible. They are given and received, and deciphered by the recipient.

Every sentence spoken and listened to, written and read, telegraphed and delivered

to the addressee of the message, is a thought-transference ; and there is no thought-

transference except by the transmission of some symbol. Mr. Courtland's mind-

reading is based upon a close observation of involuntary muscle-motions; and sug-

gestions or warnings given in visions which turn out to be justified may sometimes

find a proper explanation in the correct interpretation of certain indications, which

are easily overlooked in the bustle of life but assert themselves in the hush of night,

taking shape in dreams.



Selected Philosophical Classics

A cheap series of reprints of the great masterpieces of philosophy and
metaphysics, with portraits of philosophers, introductions, facsimiles of

original title pages, biographies, bibliographies, etc.

Descartes's Discourse on Method.

—

Authorised reprint of Veitch's translation.

With portrait of Descartes after the paint-

ing of Franz Hals. Index, preface, and
bibliography. Pages, 86, Paper, 25 cents
(is. 6d.).

Descartes's Meditations, and Extracts
from the Principles of Philosophy.
Reprint of Veitch's translation. With
copies of the original title-pages of the

Latin and French editions, an introduc-
tion by Prof. Levy-Bruhl, bibliography,
etc. Pages, 248. Paper, 35 cents. (Just
published.)

Berkeley's Treatise Concerning the
Principles of Human Knowledge.

—

Reprinted from the editions of 1710 and
1734. With George Henry Lewes's Biog-
raphy of Berkeley, and a critical presen-
tation of his philosophy. Frontispiece,

portrait of Berkeley by Smibert. Pages,
150. Paper, 25 cents (is. 6.).

" I am delighted with your service to students of
philosophy in the publication of the Classics in Phi-
losophy, such as the copy of Berkeley's Principles,
which I have just received. The print and the ex-
tremely low price at which the little books are sold
make them valuable to all students, and I am sure
that I speak for the teachers when I say that we are
very grateful to you. I hope that you may be able to
go on with your good work, and I shall certainly call
the attention of my students to your work every
year."

—

James H. Tufts, Professor of Philosophy in
the University of Chicago.

Berkeley's Three Dialogues Between
Hylas and Philonous. Reprinted from
the editions of 1713 and 1734. With por-
trait of Berkeley by T. Cooke. Pages,
136. Paper, 25 cents (is. 6d.).

"The gem of British metaphysical literature."

—

Prof. A. Campbell Fraser.

' Berkeley is one of the most exquisite of all writ-
ers of English prose."

—

Edmund Gosse.

Hume's Enquiry Concerning the Prin=
ciples of Morals. Reprinted from the
posthumous edition of 1777. With index
and portrait of Hume by Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds. Pages, 169. Paper, 25 cents (is.

6d.).

"Of all my writings, historical, philosophical, or
literary, in my opinion, incomparably the best."

—

David Hutne.

Hume's Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding. Reprinted from the

edition of 1777, with Hume's autobiogra-
phy and a letter from Adam Smith, usu-
ally prefixed to the History of England.
Frontispiece, portrait of Hume by Ram-
say. Pages, 201. Paper, 25 cents (is. 6d.).

"In these essays, which are inimitable master-
pieces of acumen and clearness, modern philosophy
enters upon the path marked out by English empiri-
cism. . . . Philosophy becomes here decidedly criti-

cal and positivistic. . . . To claim for Kant the sole
honor of having founded criticism, is an error which
a closer study of British philosophy tends to refute."
Dr. Alfred Weber, " History of Philosophy.")

Postage on these volumes five cents extra.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
It is the intention of the publishers to incorporate in this same series as many works of

the following type as is practicable : Leibnitz's Discoiwse on Metaphysics. (In prepara-

tion.)

—

Anselm's Cur Deus Homo and Proslogium.—Descartes's Correspotidence.—
Malebranche's Recherche de la verite (Selections).— Selections from Locke's Essay.—
Fichte's Vocation of Alayt.—Hegel's Propcedeutik and Phcenomenologie.—Schopen-
hauer's Fourfold Root.—Comte— Selectiotis.

" I am very heartily in sympathy with your aims in publishing the paper-bound reprints of the Philo-
sophical Classics. The cheapness of the series brings it within the reach of the general, non-professional
reader; and the publication of the text alone, unencumbered with notes, suggests to the prospective reader
what is too often lost sight of,—that these essays and enquiries are books to be read as books, to be enjoyed
as literature, and not merely to be studied in the schools. I have myself had great pleasure in re-reading
the volumes as they have appeared."

—

E. B. Titchener, Sage Professor of Psychology and Director of the
Psychological Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,
LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd

Paternoster House, Charing Cross Road.

CHICAGO,
324 Dearborn St.
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VI ENMiNT DE PAKAITKE

BIBLIOTHEQUE DE PHILOSOPHIE CONTEMPORAINE

LA PHILOSOPHIE RUSSE CONTEMPORAINE, par Ossip-Louri^, i vol. in-8. . 5 fr.

LUXITfi DANS L'ETRE VIVANT, par F. Le Danlec, charg^ du cours d'embryologie

g^n^rale a la Sorbonne. i vol. in-8 7 fr. 50.

DE LA DIVISION DU TRAVAIL SOCIAL, par E. Durkheim, professeur de sociologie

a I'Universit^ de Bordeaux, i vol. in-8, 2« ^dit. revue 7 fr. 50.

PSYCHOLOGIE feCONOMIQUE, par G. Tarde, de I'lnstitut, prof, au College de France.

2 vol. in-8 15 fr-

COLLECTION HISTORIQUE DES GRANDS PHILOSOPHES

CRITIQUE DE LA RAISON PRATIQUE, par E. Kant, traduction nouvelle, avec intro-

duction et notes, par M. Picavet, prof, au College Rollin. 2* ^dit. i vol. in-8. . . 6 fr.

BIBLIOTHEQUE SCIENTIFIQUE INTERNATIONALE

LES D£BUTS de L'ART, par E. Grosse, professeur a I'Universite de Fribourg-en-Bris-

gau, traduit de Tallemand par A. Dirr, introduction de L^on Marillier. i vol. in-8

avec 32 grav. dans le texte et 3 planches bors texte 6 fr.

LES MALADIES DE LORIENTATION ET DE L'fiQUILIBRE, par /. Grasset, pro-

fesseur de clinique raedicale a I'Universite de Montpellier. i vol. in-8, avec gravures,

cartonn^ a I'anglaise 6 fr.

BIBLIOTHEQUE QENERALE DES SCIENCES SOCIALES

L'HYGIENE SOCIALE, par E. Duclaux, membre de I'lnstitut directeur de I'lnstitute

Pasteur, i vol. in-8, cartonn^ a I'anglaise 6 fr.

VOLUMES PUBLIES
L' individualisation de la feine, par R. Saleilles, professeur i la Faculty de droit de I'Universite de Paris.

L'idlaliime social, par Eugfene Fournifere, ddputd.

Ouvriers du temps passi (xve el xvie sitcles), par H. Hauser, professeur il I'Universite de Clermont-Ferrand.

Les transformations du pouvoir, par G. Tarde, professeur au College de France.

Morale social*, Lefons professees au colltge libre des sciences sociales, par MM. G. Belot, Marcel Bernts,

Brunschvigg, F. Buisson, Darlu, Dauriac, Delbet, Ch. Gide, M. Kovalevsky, Malapert, le R. P. Maumus,

de Roberty, G. Sorel, le Pasteur Wagner, Prc-face de M. Emile Boutroux, de I'lnstitut.

Les enguftes, pratique et theorie, par P. du Maroussem.

Questions d* morale, lepons professees au College libre des Sciences sociales, par MM. Belot, Bern6s, F.

Buisson, A. Croiset, Darlu, Delbos, Fournifcre, Malapert, Moch, Parodi, G. Sorel.

Le dhieloppement du catholicisme jor/a/depuis I'encyclique Rerum novaruiii, par Max Turmann.

Le Socialisme sans doctrines. La Question ouvritre et la Question agraire en Australie et en Nouvelle-

Zelande, par A. M6tin, agr6g6 de I'Universite, professeur ^ I'Ecole municipal Lavoisier.

Assistance sociale. Pauvres et mendiants, par Paul Strauss, s(5nateur.

La mithode historigue appliguit aux sciences sociales, par Charles Seignobos, maitre de conferences \ I'Uni-

versit<5 de Paris.

L'enseigntmint moral dans /' i/w/frrxj/^ (Enseignement secondaire), conferences et discussions, sous le pr^-

sidence de M. Croiset, doyen de la Faculty de I'Universite de Paris. (Ecole des Hautes-Etudes sociales,

1900-1901.)

Chaque I'olumc in-S" carre de joo fages environ, cartonnc h Vanglaise 6Jr.



THE

FDUCATIONAL T? EVIEW
Edited by

NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER

"We find the Educational Review absolutely indispensable at every

turn."—Michael E. Sadler, Director of Special Inquiries and Reports,

Board of Education, London, England. September 13, 1901.

"I wish I could tell you how much of stimulus and inspiration I get

from reading the Educational Review. The educational world can never

repay you for the work you have put into that richly stored magazine. I

have just gone through the entire twenty-one volumes in order to get some

things that I especially desired, and I am simply amazed at what I find in

those volumes."—Wilbur P. Gordy, High School, Hartford, Conn. Sep-

tember, 1901.

" To men like myself it is a sort of working library. Its volumes stand

always at my elbow."—Professor Paul H. Hanus, Harvard University.

"The Educational Review gains in strength monthly. I value the

work as highly as any educational work I have among some thousand

books."—Fred W. Atkinson, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Manila,

Philippine Islands.

"It is difficult to see how the Educational Review could be made more

essential for us teachers and executives."—President Charles F. Thwing,

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.

" I have been a subscriber to the Review since it started, and hope to

continue—well, not until it ends, but until I go out of education and teach-

ing."—Will S. Monroe, State Normal School, Westfield, Mass.

"The broadest and most able of the American periodicals devoted to

education."

—

Nezu York Times.

"An educational magazine of which the teaching profession may well

be proud. There is nothing better in educational journalism in any coun-

try, and it has an editor who has convictions and the courage of them."

—

School and Home Education, Bloomington, 111.

"The Review has from the first issue taken its place at the head of

American periodicals devoted to Education. It is, indeed, the first educa-

tional paper in America to win for [our country the respect of education-

alists abroad."

—

Journal of Pedagogy, Ypsilanti, Mich.
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Elementary Mathematics

A Brief History of Mathematics. By the late Dr. Karl Fink, Tubingen, Germany.

Translated by W'oostcr WoodrujT Bcman, Professor of Mathematics in the University

of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Principal of the State Normal School at Brock-

port, N. Y. With biographical notes and full index. Pp. 345. Cloth, Si.5onet(5s.

6d. net).

Not a book of anecdotes, nor one of biography ; but a clear and brief statement of

\\i& facts of mathematical history. An invaluable work for teachers of mathematics.

" Dr. Fink's work is the most systematic attempt yet made to present a compendious history of

mathematics."— The Outlook,

" This book is the best that has appeared in English. It should find a place in the library of every

teacher of mathematics."

—

Th* Inland Educator.

On the Study and Difficulties of Mathematics. By Augustus De Morgan. With

Portrait of De Morgan, Index, and Bibliographies of Modern Works on Algebra, the

Philosophy of Mathematics, Pangeometry, etc. Pp. viii, 288. Red Cloth, Si. 25 (4s.

6.) net.

" The point of view is unusual ; we are confronted by a genius, who, like his kind, shows little heed

for customary conventions. The 'shaking up' which this little work will give to the young teacher,

the stimulus and implied criticism it can furnish to the more experienced, make its possession mos'

desirable. This ' Mathematical Series' must be held one of the most notable achievements of The

Optn Court."—Michigan Alumnus, April, '99.

Lectures on Elementary Mathematics. By Josefh Louis Lagrange. With Portrait

of Lagrange, Notes, Biographical Sketch, Marginal Analyses, Index, etc. Red Cloth.

Pp. 172. Price, Si. 00 (4s. 6d.) net.

" When the next book of this series is out, send it along. It is the most valuable series published

— William Bellis, Central Michigan Normal.

"Historical and methodological remarks abound, and are so woven together with the mathemati.

cal material proper, and the whole is so vivified by the clear and almost chatty style of the author as to

give the lectures a charm for the reader not often to be found in mathematical works."

—

Bulletin Amer_

ican Mathematical Society,

" Probably never equalled in the peculiar quality of leading the mind to see and enjoy the beauty

as well as the accuracy of the science."

—

Chicago Chronicle.

Mathematical Essays and Recreations. By Hermann Schubert, Professor of Mathe-

matics in the Johanneum, Hamburg, Germany. Pp. 149. Cuts, 37. Price, Red Cloth,

75c (3s.) net.

" Professor Schubert expounds with great lucidity, and the translator's work has been excellently

done."

—

Manchester Guardian.

" Professor Schubert's Essays make delightful reading. They deal, not with the dry side of mathe-

matics, but with the philosophical side of that science on the one hand and its romantic side on the

other. They are admirably lucid and simple and answer questions in which every intelligent man is

interested."

—

Chicago Evening Post.

Elementary Illustrations of the Differential and Integral Calculus. By Augustus

De Morgan. New reprint edition. With sub headings and bibliography of English

and foreign works on the Calculus. Red Cloth. Price, $1.00 (4s. 6d.) net.

" It aims not at helping students to cram for examinations, but to give a scientific explanation of

the rationale of these branches of mathematics. Like all that De Morgan wrote, it is accurate, clear,

and philosophic."

—

Literary World.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ..i'^'^^Zksu

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.



BIBLIA
A Monthly Journal of Oriental Research in Archfeology,
Ethnology, Literature, Religion, History, Epigraphy,
Geography, Language, etc. ::::::::::::::::::

Edited by DR. CHAS. H. S. DAVIS.

The Official Mediumfor Piiblishitig Communications of The Palestine Explo-

ration Fund, The Egypt Exploration Fund, The Archaeological

Survey of Egypt, and The GrcEco-Rom,a7i Brajich.

Biblia, now in its fifteenth year, gives tlae latest information in regard to the work of

the various explorations in Palestine, Egypt, Babylonia, Crete, etc.

There have been no more important revelations during the present.century than those

of the discoveries of Oriental lands. A literature has been recovered which already far ex-

ceeds in compass the whole of the Old Testament Scriptures, and the later history of the Old
Testament no longer stands alone. The records already discovered confirm, explain, and
illustrate the Scripture records; and the historical portions of the Bible are now read with
an entirely new interest.

Among the regular contributors are : Jas. S. Cotton, M. A. (Oxford), Late Editor of the

London Academy; N. De G. Davies, M. A., B. D., of the Archaeological Survey; Geo. St.

Clair, F. G. S.;' Joseph Offord, M. S. B. A.; W. Max Miiller, Ph. D. ; Rev. Wm. C. Wins-
low, D. D., LL. D., Vice-President of the Egypt Exploration Fund for the United States;

Prof. Theo. F. Wright, Hon. Sec. of the Palestine Exploration Fund; F. LI. Griffith, M. A.,

F. S. A., etc., etc.

Seiid for Sample Copy. Price, $i.oo pe7- Year.

Published at

HERIDEN, CONN., by THE BIBLIA PUBLISHING CO.

The American Mathematical Monthly
DEVOTED TO THE

Solutions of Problems in Pure and Applied Mathematics, Papers

on Subjects in Elementary and Higher Mathematics,

Biographies of Noted Mathematicians, etc.

EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY

B. F. FINKEL, A. M., M. Sc, Member of the London Mathematical Society ; Member of

the American Mathematical Society ; and Professor of Mathematics and Physics in

Drury College, Springfield, Mo.

J. M. COLAW, A. M., Member of the American Mathematical Society, Monterey, Va.,

Associate Editor.

Among the regular contributors to this journal are : Dr. George Bruce Halsted, of the University of

Texas, who has contributed many valuable articles on non-Euclidean Geometry ; Dr. G. A. Miller, of Cor-

nell University, a recognised authority in both Europe and America on the Theory of Groups; Dr. Arnold
Emch, of the University of Colorado, who has contributed some important articles on Mechanical subjects

;

Dr. Joseph V. Collins, of the State Normal School, Stevens Point, Wis., who has contributed a series of

articles on the Theory of Extension ; Dr. G. B. M. Zerr, of Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa., who has con-

tributed a series of articles on Elliptic Integrals ; and many others.

Among occasional contributors are : Dr. E. H. Moore, of the University of Chicago ; Dr. W. B. Smith,

of Tulane University; Dr. Florian Cajori, Colorado Springs, Col.; Dr. W. H. Echols, of the University of

Virginia; and Dr. William Hoover, of the Ohio University.

Price, $2.00 per Year in Advance.

Office of Publication: DRURY COLLEGE, SPRINGFIELD, Mo.



Philosophical and Psychological Portrait Series.

Suitable (or (ramlni; and hanfflnz in public and private libraries, laboratorle*, semlnarlea,

recitation and lecture room5.

The portraits, which are ii x 14 in., have been taken from the best sources, and are

high-grade photoKra%'ures. The series is now complete.



FINEST rAMERA IN THEWORLD

CENTURY GRAND.

THE CENTURY GRAND, illustrated herewith, has triple extension bed operated with one pinion ; rack

and pinion adjustment of swing and sliding front ; Convertible Lens with Automatic Shutter. Send for

illustrated 1901 Catalogue. CAMERAS FOR THE AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL from $8.00 up.

CENTURY CAMERA CO., Department C, Rochester, N. Y.

(^wor/TE RiFtt
is an accurate rifle, puts every shot just

where you liold it; is light weight,
gracefully outlined, a bona fide arm in

appearance and construction. Nothing
cheap about it but the price. A rifle

which does not cost much, but will do
the work. Made in three calibers— .22,

.25, and .Zl rim fire.

No. 17. Plain Sights

No. i8. Target Sights
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Send stamp for 132 page catalogue.
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SCHOPENHAUER RUSTS
The Open Court Publishing Co. has procured from Elisabet

Ney, the famous sculptress, the original model of her well-

known bust of Schopenhauer, made in 1859, a year before the

death of the great philosopher. (Photographs on application.)

Plaster Casts Made from the Original Model by Elisabet Ney.

A limited number of life-size plaster reproductions of this

model have been made and are offered for sale at $15.00

each. Transportation is extra, but the weight of the bust,

packed and ready for shipment, will not exceed fifty pounds.

eThe open court publishing CO,

324 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO. ILL.
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As a place for KEST, KECKIiATION, and CURE.

FRENCH LICK SPRINGS
In the Indiana Miglilands, on the

MONON ROUTE
May be coiitidenlly r('Coimni.-iidi:<i.

THROUGH SLEEPER EVERY NIGHT
Hotel open all the year round

CITY TICKET OFFICE. 232 Clark St., ChlcaKo.

The Soul of Man

An Investigation and a

new Interpretation of the

Facts of modern Physio-

logical and Experimen-

tal Psychology. By Dr.

Paul Carus

Second, Revised Edition.

With an Appendix on

the latest researches in

Physiology. 182 Cuts

and Diagrams. Pages,

482. Price, Cloth, $1.50

net (6s. net)

The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago



"A Weekly Feast to Nourish Hungry Minds."

—

N. V. Evangelist.

FOUNDED BY E. LITTELL IN 1844

rnr LIVING AGE

THE LIVING AGE, one of the oldest and most widely-known of

American literary magazines, was founded by E. Littell in 1844,

and has been published weekly without interruption for fifty-seven

years.

It presents the cream of foreign periodical literature, and reprints

without abridgment the most noteworthy essays, travel sketches, fiction,

social and political papers, and discussions of literary, artistic and scientific

subjects from the leading quarterlies, monthly magazines and reviews, and

literary and scientific weekly journals.

To these long-established and distinctive features, it has added an

editorial department, devoted to "Books and Authors," in which are pub-

lished, weekly, paragraphs of literary news and comment, and careful,

honest and discriminating notices of the more important new publications.

THE LIVING AGE
Holds a unique position in the periodical world as a weekly eclectic maga-

zine. Intelligent Americans who want presented to them from week to

week the most important and timely articles from foreign periodicals find

what they want in The Living Age, and can £nd it nowhere else.

THE LIVING AGE
Is a weekly sixty-four page magazine, which prints in the course of a year

twice as much matter as most of the monthly magazines, and is able, by

reason of its wide field of selection, to publish articles by a larger number
of writers ofthe £rst rank than any other magazine.

Special Announcement toNewSuliscribersforl902

pnf f I To all New Subscribers to THE LIVING AGE for the year 1902

p K p ! I there will be sent FREE, until the edition is exhausted, the SEVEN =

iil-l-i TEEN WEEKLY ISSUES for the four months, September,

October, November and December, 1901.

«^SEND AT ONCE AND SECURE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPLENDID OFFER
P. 0. Box 5206 THE LIVING AGE COMPANY, BOSTON

Subscription Price, Six Dollars a Year. Single /Number, Fifteen Cents

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
P. O. Box 5206 \3% BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON



"THE MOSHER BOOKS"

TWO BOOKS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

TO "OPEN COURT" READERS

FROM THE UPANISHADS; BeingTrans-

LATIONS FROM THE SaCRED BoOKS OF THE
East. Preceded by an Introduction Ad-

dressed to G. W. Russell ("AE"). By
Charles Johnston.

Mr. Charles Johnston, of the Bengal Civil Service,

has made a little volume of selections " From the

Upanishads" which will be welcomed by amateur

Orientalists. In a beautiful dedication to Mr. G. W.
Russell (the A. E. of "Homeward") the translator

says of the books of Indian Wisdom :
" I have found

them wise, beyond all others ; and, beyond all others,

filled with that very light which makes all things

new, the light discovered first within, in the secret

place of the heart, and which brimming over there

fills the whole of life, lightening every dark and

clouded way." It is not so much the scholarship

displayed by the book as the taste shown in the se-

lection and the exquisite delicacy of the English ver-

sion that will make those cherish it into whose hands

it may fall.— The Dial, (Chicago).

A SMALL REMAINDER OF THIS BOOK IS STILL FOR

SALE, PRINTED ON VaN GeLDER HANDMADE PAPER, AND
WILL BE MAILED POSTPAID AS LONG AS IT LASTS, PRE-

FERABLY TO THE READERS OF The Open Court.

Price, $1 .00 net.

HOMEWARD SONGS BY THE WAY.
A. E. A Little Sheaf of Extracts

from English Revieius of the First Edi-

tion.

ATHENiEUM. "A. E. has added something new,

beautiful and in its very impersonality, personal

to Celtic literature. ... It is one of the most gen-

uinely poetic books of poetry that have been pub-

lished for some time."

ACADEMY. "Some fifty Lyrics all noteworthy;

some as nearly perfect, if not indeed perfect, as

possible."

PALL-MALL BUDGET. "The high-spirited note

of this little volume is its most notable character-

istic."

THE BOOKMAN. "A Pamphlet of exquisite verse."

THE STAR. " It is becoming the fashion in litera-

ture for the good things to come out of Ireland."

Of the EDITION OF 925 COPIES PRINTED ON VaN
GeLDER handmade paper only 40 REMAIN UNSOLD.

Neither of these two books will be reprinted.

Price, $1 .2$ net.

ALL BOOKS ARE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF THE NET PRICE.

MR. MOSHER desires to announce that his new List of Books is now ready for mail-

ing, postpaid, on request, to all book-buyers whose names are known to him. A

post-card will bring it to you. This is an exquisite Bibelot in itself, printed in red and

black, 68 pages, uncut edges, and in old style grey wrapper.

Each year sees a few choice additions to "The Mosher Books" and the present season

is no exception to the rule. It is by their quality and not from quantity that these publica-

tions stand at the head of American book-making.

THOMAS B. MOSHER
PORTLAND, MAINE
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THE SONG OF THE WELL. Milton S. Terry
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David S. Schaff

PROFESSOR PARK AS A THEOLOGICAL PREACHER. George Nye Boardman
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THE CROSSING OF THE RED SEA. G. Frederick Wright
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THE LETTERS OF JUNIUS AND THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.
/. Woodbridge Riley
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Edzvard Hartley Deivart
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INDEX

A special feature for 1902 will be contributions of the editor based on his personal observations m
Central Siberia, Western Asia, and the Mediterranean lands, illustrating the support given by science to

the historical character of the Pentateuch ; including his fullest presentation of the new evidence of the

Noachian Flood.

The January number will contain Dr. William N. Clarke's celebrated address on Huxley and Phillips

Brooks.
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Chinese Philosophy, Fiction, and Religion

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY: Being an Exposition of the Main Characteristic

Features of Chinese Thought. By Dr. Paul Carus. Pp., 62. Numer-

ous diagrams and native characters and illustrations. Price, paper,

25 cents (is. 6d.).

" Valuable and of unquestioned reliability. The delineation of the philosophy that

underlies the Chinese civilisation is so ably done in these pages that the reader cannot

fail to appreciate the causes which produce Chinese conservatism."

—

Toledo Blade.

CHINESE FICTION. By the Rev. George T. Candlin. With illustrations

from original Chinese works, specimen facsimile reproductions of texts,

and translations of representative passages. Giving a clear and vivid

r/sumtf oi Chinese romantic literature. Pp., 51. Paper, 15 cents (gd.).

"A list of 'fourteen of the most famous Chinese novels' is given. Many long quo-

tations from plays, poems, and stories are given, and the pamphlet is a source of great

pleasure. The pictures, too, are charming."

—

The Chicago Times Herald.

LAO-TZE'S TAO-TEH-KINQ ^^ii^lS Chinese-English. With Introduc-

tion, Transliteration, and Notes. By Dr. Paul Carus. With a photo-

gravure frontispiece of the traditional picture of Lao-Tze, specially

drawn for the work by an eminent Japanese artist. Appropriately

bound in yellow and blue, with gilt top. Pp., 345. Price, $3.00 (15s.).

Contains: (i) A philosophical, biographical, and historical introduction discussing

Lao-Tze's system of metaphysics, its evolution, its relation to the philosophy of the

world, Lao-Tze's life, and the literary history of his work ; (2) Lao-Tze's Tao- Teh-King

in the original Chinese; (3) an English translation; (4) the transliteration of the text,

where every Chinese word with its English equivalent is given, with references in each

case to a Chinese dictionary ; (5) Notes and Comments; (6) Index.

" Extraordinarily interesting. Of great moment."

—

The Outlook.

"A truly remarkable achievement."

—

The North-China Herald.

"While of great importance to the serious student, it is usable and interesting to

anyone who cares at all for the thought and religions of the Orient."

—

The Neiv Unity.

" Much labor has been put into this book. It will be a great addition to the knowl-

edge which English readers have of one of the greatest of religious books and religious

leaders."

—

The Church Union.

"It is a convenient volume through which to make such acquaintance with the

Chinese language and Chinese thought as an American scholar must consider desirable

in view of the present increased intercourse with the Oriental world."

—

Reformed
Church Revieiv.

' • All that one could do to make the immortal ' Canon on Reason and Virtue '
alluring

to American readers has certainly been done by the author. The translation is faith-

ful, preserving especially the characteristic terseness and ruggedness of style of the

original, the type work is superb, the comments judicious, and the binding a bright

yellow with blue and gilt and red trimmings."

—

7 he Cumberland Presbyterian.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ,.,^^r''^?^ s..

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.



REVUE DE SYNTHESE HISTORIQUE

DIRHCTEUR: HENRI BERR

La revue comprend quatre parties :
1° Articles defond (tHeo-

rie de I'Mstoire et psychologie historique) .

—

2° Revues generales

(inventaire du travail historique fait et a faire) .

—

^Notes
^
Ques-

tions et Discussions (intermediaire entre les historiens, socio-

logues et philosophes) .

—

A° Bibhog-raphie (analyses, revue des

revues et bulletin critique)

.

Utiles aux savants, les RevuES GENERALES permettront a

tous les esprits curieux d'embrasser dans une seule publication

tout 1'horizon bistorique. Histoire politique^ Histoire econo-

mique^ Histoire des Religions^ Histoire de la Philosophic et des

Sciences^ Histoire litteraire^ Histoire de VArt^ Anthropogeo-

graphie^ Anthropologic^ Sociologies y seront traitees pour les

diverses epoques et les divers pays, par les savants les plus

competents, Professeurs du College de France ^ de la Sorbonne

^

des Umversites s etc. Leur ensemble constituera une admirable

encyclopedic historique toujours completee et tenue a jour.

La Revue de Synthese historique parait tous les deux mois,

depuis aout 1900. EUe a public deja des articles de MM. Bou-

troux^ de I'Institut, Bossert^ Durkheim^ Foncin^ Goblot-, P. La-

combe^ K. Laniprecht^ H. Lichtenberger ^ H. Rickcrt^ Xenopol-,

etc. ; des Revues generales de MM. G. Lanson (histoire de

la litterature fran9aise) , M. Croiset (histoire de la litterature

grecque) , E. Male (histoire de I'art au m. age) , J. Conibarieu,

Laloy (histoire de la musique) , P. Tannery (histoire des mathe-

matiques) , A. Lalande (histoire de la physique ancienne) , Ed.

Chavamics (histoire de Chine) , J. Kont (histoire de Hongrie)

,

le compte-rendu des Congres historiques de 1900.

Iv'abonnement est de 15 francs pour la France et de 17

francs pour I'Etranger.—Le prix du numero est de 3 francs.

ADMINISTRATION ET REDACTION

A LA LIBRAIRIE CERF, PARIS
12<i rue Sai7ite-Anne



The American Journal of Psychology

Founded in 1887 by G. STANLEY HALL.

EDITED BY

G. STANLEY HALL, President and Professor of Philosophy, Clark

University; E. B. TITCHENER, Sage Professor of Psychology,

Cornell University ; and E. C. SANFORD, Professor

of Psychology, Clark University.

WITH THE CO-OPERATION OF

F. Angell, Stanford University; H. Beaunis, Universities of Nancy and Paris;

A. F. Chamberlain, Clark University; V. Henri, Paris; C. F. Hodge, Clark

University; A. Kirschmann, University of Toronto; O. Kuelpe, University of

Wiirzburg; W. B. Pillsbury, University of Michigan ; G. W. Stoerring, Univer-

sity of Leipzig, and A. D. Waller, London.

The American Journal of Psychology is devoted to the interests of Psychology in

the widest sense of the word. It publishes (i) the results of Experimental Investigations in

Psychology and Psychophysics ; (2) Studies in the Psychology of the Abnormal ; (3) Anthro-

pological Researches into Myth, Custom, Religious Belief, etc.
; (4) Studies in the Psychology

of the Criminal; (5) Neurological Researches; and (6) Articles on the Psychology of Ethics,

/Esthetics, Logic, etc.

The Journal is published quarterly. Each number contains some 150 pages, of which

about 130 are occupied by Original Articles. Reviews of Psychological and Cognate Litera-

ture, Book Notes, and Notes on Recent Researches and Current News conclude the Number.

Communications may be addressed to any one of the three Principal Editors.

Volume XI. contains, among others, the following Papers:

I. M.Bentley: "The Memory Image and Its Qualitative Fidelity ; the Synthetic Ex-

periment." G. E. Dawson: "Psychic Rudiments and Morality." E. B. Huey: "On the

Psychology and Physiology of Reading." G. E. Partridge: "Studies in the Psychology

of Alcohol." F. H. Saunders and G. S. Hall: "Pity." W. S. Small: "An Experimen-

tal Study of the Mental Processes of the Rat ; the Psychic Development of the Young White

Rat." E. B. Titchener :
" The Equipment of a Psychological Laboratory." N. Triplett :

"The Psychology of Conjuring Deceptions."

Subscription Price, $5.00 a Year; Single Numl)ers, $1.50.

Published by Mr. L N.WILSON, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

FOREIGN AGENTS:

London: TrObner & Co. ; Paris: E. Terquem ; Turin: E. Loescher ;

Leipzig: F. A. Bkockhaus; Berlin: Mayer & MOller.



The History of the Devil
and

The Idea of Evil

'T^HE HISTORY OF THE DEVIL and the Idea of Evil from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day. By Dr. Paul Cams. Printed in two colors

from large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp from

Dord. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black and tint. Price,

$6.00 (30S.).

Beginning with prehistoric Devil-worship and the adoration of demon gods

and monster divinities, the author surveys the beliefs of the Summero-Accadians,

the Persians, the Jews, the Brahmans, the Buddhists, the early Christians, and the

Teutonic nations. He then passes to the demonology of the Middle Ages, the Re-

formation, and modern times, discussing the Inquisition, witchcraft, and the history

of the Devil in verse and fable. The philosophical treatment of the subject is

comparatively brief, but the salient points are clearly indicated in every connexion.

" It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has been made, and it can

be safely asserted that the subject has never before been so comprehensively treated. , , .

Neither public nor private libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa-

tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers."

—

Chicago hraelits.

" As a remarkable and scholarly work, covering a subject not yet exhausted by the scientist

and the philosophical historian, this book by Dr. Carus has a peculiar interest for the student,

while it has also features of popular interest."

—

Chicago Record.

" The pictorial illustrations of this subject from earliest Egyptian frescoes, from pagan idols,

from old black-letter tomes, from quaint early Christian sculpture, down to the model pictures of

Dor^ and Schneider, add greatly to the value of the book."^

—

Methodist Magazine and Rtvievi.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

324 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO

London: KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH TRDBNER & CO., Ltd.



ESSAYS ON NUMBER
I. CONTINUITY AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.

II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF NUMBERS.

By Richard Dedekind, Professor of Higher Mathematics in the Collegium Carolinum, Bruns-

wick, Germany. Authorised Translation by VVooslcr Woodruff' Beman, Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Michigan Pages, 115. Portrait of Dedekind. Red

Cloth, 75 cents. (Just published.)

CONTENTS
I. Continuity and Irrational Numbers: Properties of Rational Numbers; Comparison of the Rational

Numbers with the Points of a Straight Line ; Continuity of the Straight Line ; Creation of Irrational Num-
bers; Continuity of the Domain of Real Numbers; Operations with Real Numbers; Infinitesimal Analysis.

II. The Nature and Meaning of Numbers: Systems of Elements ; Transformation of a System ; Simi-
larity of a Transformation. Similar Systems; Transformation of a System in Itself; The Finite and Infinite;

Simply Infinite Systems. Series of Natural Numbers; Greater and Less Numbers; Finite and Infinite Parts

of the Number-Series; Definition of a Transformation of the Number-Series by Induction ; The Class of

Simply Infinite Systems; Addition of Numbers; Multiplication of Numbers; Involution of Numbers; Num-
ber of the Elements of a Finite System.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO
LONDON : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubnkr & Co., Ltd.

Public Worship
A Study in the Psychology of Religion.

By John P. Hylan. Contents: (i) Intro-

duction; (2) The Sabbath; (3) Worship;

(4) General Conclusions
; (5) Appendix. 94

Pages. Price, paper, 25 cents (is. 6d ). Just

Published.

The author aims in this work to throw some
light on such questions as the relative loss of

control by the Church over the masses ; the

decline and the increase of Church property
;

Sabbath desecration ; decrease in efficiency of

the Churches ; the significance of the modern
type of worship ; the significance of the changes

in religious conception ; and to ascertain as

exactly as possible the essential mental pro-

cesses involved in worship. The conclusions

are based on historical and statistical inquiries.

The Open Court Publishing Company

324 Dearborn St., Chicago.

LONDON ; Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.
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THE CROWN OF THORNS
A Story of the Time of Christ

By PAUL CARUS. Illustrations by EDUARD BIEDERMANN.
Pages, 74. Price, cloth, 75 cents net (3s. 6d. net).

JUST PUBLISHED

The Croujn of Thorns is a story of the time of Christ. It is fiction of the character of

legend, utilising materials preserved in both the canonical Scriptures and the Apocryphal

traditions, but giving preference to the former. The hopes and beliefs of the main person-

alities, however, can throughout be verified by documentary evidence. The religious milieu

is strictly historical, and is designed to show the way in which Christianity developed from

Judaism through the Messianic hopes of the Nazarenes as interpreted by the Apostle Paul of

Tarsus.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
324 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.,

Paternoster House, Charing Cross Road.

THE CHIEF'S DAUGHTER
A LEGEND OF NIAGARA

By PAUL CARUS. Illustrations by EDUARD BIEDERMANN. A story in neat,

small octavo. Seven photogravures. Thirteen pen and ink and half-tone illustrations.

Special initials and title-page ornaments. Printed on fine paper in large clear type. Bound
in cloth

; pages, 54. Price, $1.00 net.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

The fascinating Indian legend of the annual sacrifice to the waters of Niagara of a beau-
tiful maiden has been made in this story the basis of a tale of religious development and
emancipation, which freed the Indian tribe of the Oniahgahrahs from the thrall of a debasing
superstition though without dishonor to their consciences and sacred traditions. The scene
is laid in the time of the French exploration of the North and Middle West and the chief

European role is played by the historic figure of Father Hennepin.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
324 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

LONDON : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.

Paternoster House, Charing Cross Road.



The Legends ofGenesis
By DR. HERMANN GUNKEL,

Professor of Old Testament Theology in the University of Berlin.

Translated from the German by W. H Carruth, Professor

in the University of Kansas. Pages, 164. Cloth, $1.00 net

(4s. 6d. net) .

JUST PUBLISHED.

This book is a translation of the Introduction to Professor Gunkel's

great work Commentar iiber Genesis, recently published in Gottingen. The
Commentar itself is a new translation and explanation of Genesis,—a bulky

book, and in its German form of course accessible only to American and

English scholars, and not to the general public. The present Introduction

contains the gist of Professor Gunkel's Commentar, or exposition of the latest

researches on Genesis in the light of analytical and comparative mythology.

Professor Gunkel is an orthodox Protestant theologian who appre-

ciates to the utmost the intrinsically religious value of the Bible. He says

:

"The conclusion that any given one of these narratives is legend is by no

means intended to detract from the value of the narrative; it only means

that the one who pronounces it has perceived somewhat of the poetic

beauty of the narrative and thinks that he has thus arrived at an under-

standing of the story. Only ignorance can regard such a conclusion as

irreverent, for it is the judgment of reverence and love. These poetic nar-

ratives are the most beautiful possession which a people brings down

through the course of its history, and the legends of Israel, especially those

of Genesis, are perhaps the most beautiful and most profound ever known.

"A child, indeed, unable to distinguish between reality and poetry,

loses something when it is told that its dearest stories are 'not true.' But

the modern theologian should be farther developed. The evangelical

churches and their chosen representatives would do well not to dispute the

fact that Genesis contains legends—as has been done too frequently—but

to recognise that the knowledge of this fact is the indispensable condition

to an historical understanding of Genesis. This knowledge is already too

widely diffused among those trained in historical study ever again to be

suppressed. It will surely spread among the masses of our people, for the

process is irresistible. Shall not we Evangelicals take care that it be pre-

sented to them in the right spirit?"

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

324 Dearborn Street.

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner &* Co.


